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Experience our craft courses: 
Unique, fascinating & exciting!

WORK
SHOPS

Order  

our new  

WORKSHOP  

SCHEDULER  

now!

Order our free Workshop Scheduler on www.dictum.com  
or via telephone +49 (0)9931 4058-981 

WORKSHOP VOUCHER

THIS IS HOW IT WORKS

1.  Call us under +49 (0)9931 4058-981 and make a reservation  
for the course that you may give to your loved ones.

2.  After receiving the access data to download the workshop  
coupon, you can add some information regarding the course.

3.  Print it out, put a ribbon around - here it is, ready for giving away!

See www.dictum.com/workshops for our whole range of workshops -  
let us inspire you!
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SHIPPING CHARGES
 

Delivery free of charge for orders over €178.50 (including 19 % VAT, €150.00  
without VAT). For orders under €178.50, the following flat rate shipping fees apply: 
Austria, Netherlands, Belgium, Czech Republic, Luxembourg, Slovakia, Slovenia, 
Hungary: €7.95 (including 19 % VAT, €6.68 without VAT). France, Italy, Great Brit-
ain, Denmark, Sweden, Poland: €9.95 (including 19 % VAT, €8.36 without VAT).
Spain, Finland: €12.95 (including 19 % VAT, €10.88 without VAT). Switzerland, 
Ireland, Greece, Portugal, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Cyprus: €15.95 (including 19 % VAT, €13.40 without VAT). Norway, Malta,  
Liechtenstein, Faroe Islands, Andorra, Monaco, Greenland, San Marino, Vatican  
City State: €19.95 (including 19 % VAT, €16.76 without VAT). No shipment free of 
charge: Please find information on delivery costs to countries not listed above at 
www.dictum.com/delivery-costs.

DICTUM SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
 

All products with this logo can be tested thoroughly 
for 15 days. If you are not entirely satisfied with the 
product, simply return it – no questions asked – 
within the 15 days. We will reimburse the full price.

SHARPENING SERVICE
 

Exclusively for DICTUM products
Our experts know how it works. They have received their training
in Japan and rely on many years of expertise. 
 

 Premium Sharpening Service
 You can have premium class products that bear this logo  

 sharpened by our experts at any time free of charge and  
 without limitation. And you pay only the postage costs.

 Sharpening Pass
 We sharpen tools and knives bearing this mark free of  

 charge twice. Here too, you pay only the postage costs.

GIFT SERVICE
 

We will send your lovingly packed 
gift and a personal card to the specified  
receiver for only €2.50.

For our general terms and conditions see www.dictum.com/gtc. The catalogue shows both the net and the  
gross price. Shipping costs are not included. Errors excepted. Additional products shown on applications  
are if not otherwise stated not part of the extent of delivery. 

Online
E-mail  info@dictum.com
Online shop www.dictum.com

DICTUM Shop Plattling
Gottlieb-Daimler-Str. 3 . 94447 Plattling 
Germany 
Mon-Fri  
9.00 am to 7.00 pm 
Sat 9.00 am to 2.00 pm
Phone +49 (0)9931 4058-410
P Free parking

DICTUM Shop Munich
Haager Str. 9 - IInd floor . 81671 Munich 
Germany 
Mon-Fri 
9.00 am to 7.00 pm 
Sat 9.00 am to 2.00 pm
Phone +49 (0)89 63890-891
P Free parking

By fax
Ordering
+49 (0)9931 4058-800

By telephone
Ordering
+49 (0)9931 4058-902

Consulting
+49 (0)9931 4058-912 

Our retail shops 
Come and try out our tools - for as long as you want!

Stay a while and relax - in our reading corner with a cup  
of tea or coffee.
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GIVE A GIFT OF VALUE - TO YOURSELF AND OTHERS!  
The best materials, functional aesthetics and impeccable manufacturing are for us a matter of course. Following our 
guiding principles, we have put together a gift catalogue with a selection of unique products to meet the most 
demanding requirements - first class tool for the home and garden, handicrafts and knives.

Know and give - our experience and know-how of more than a decade in the production and sale of outstanding tools, 
which is also reflected in more than 300 craft courses we offer. Feel inspired! 

If you wish to make a gift of sustainable value, DICTUM has the present that suits you.

Our philosophy is based 
on a very simple principle: 
           Let the crafts flourish!
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We love crafts!
People. Tools. Knowledge. We have been 
bringing them together in harmony for  
170 years. DICTUM provides inspiring tools 
and materials for those who create lasting 
values with their own hands.

A nice feel and ergonomic shape, quality 
materials and good workmanship - there 
are many factors that combine to make 
first-class tools. Before we decide to rec-
ommend a product to our customers,  
it must meet a number of criteria: Our 
quality assurance standards are very high. 
Our unique tools - many of which we  
manufacture ourselves with great precision 
and attention to detail - stand our cus-
tom-ers in excellent stead, day in, day out.  

 
High-quality steels, blades with outstand- 
ing edge life and our individual sharpening 
service ensure that you can enjoy our supe-
rior products for many a year.

We practise traditional values and preserve 
ancient knowledge, but still we keep up 
with the times. Driven by a passion for 
crafts, our enthusiastic and accomplished 
team develops innovative products - often 
working closely with our customers - and 
redefines »craftsmanship« in keeping with 
modern times. Over many years we have 
created a portfolio of tools, materials and 
knives to meet the highest demands. 

And they are waiting to be discovered by 
you - either in one of our shops or on our 
courses, where you can find out for your 

 
self what it means to work with our prod-
ucts and assure yourself of their quality. 
We want your purchase to be a conscious 
decision. Our experts offer valuable tips 
and are happy to give you qualified advice 
for your individual needs.

Respect 
DICTUM makes long-lasting products with 
absolute conviction. They are free of pol-
lutants and harmful substances, and their 
origins are guaranteed and documented. 
We call this »fidelity of origin«. Japanese 
saws, for example, are made exactly where 
the name implies. We attach great impor-
tance to honest dealings with our custom-
ers, business partners and staff. Because 
DICTUM is about more than just tools. 
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A  GENNO WITH DRAGON ENGRAVING  
Dragons are considered the oldest and most powerful mythical creatures in Japan 
and are often revered as a talisman and the symbol of imperial power. The head of 
this hammer is the combination of the work of a Japanese master blacksmith and an 
experienced engraver. After the blacksmith has forged the blank in the fire and then 
selectively hardened it, the engraver engraves the matt finish, impact-absorbing middle 
part on one side with hammer and graver. In order to achieve a vivid effect, the Ryu 
(dragon) engraving is gone over several times until reaching its final depth. A handle 
made of Japanese red oak complements this 
exceptional hammer. Flat and curved faces. 
Each hammer head bears the signature of 
the master blacksmith and the engraver.  
Comes with red cotton pouch. 
Head weight 375 g
Overall length 360 mm
No. 714206 158.82 € 189.00 €

A

Very good directional  
stability 

Rounded edges

Flat and curved faces

Selectively hardened
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TOOLS

B  TASAI OIRE NOMI, CHISELS, 6-PIECE SET  Price advantage 
Perfection is when there is nothing left to add or take away. Tasai used this 
philosophy to create a consummately complete, ready-to-use tool that satis-
fies even the highest standards. He is guided in this belief by principles that 
extend beyond mere design, such as the hand-forged steel ring, the beaten 
ferrule, or the exquisitely polished handle made of red oakwood. Even the 
»inner values« are carefully considered in the choice of Blue Paper Steel  
developed specifically for Tasai. Each back is polished by hand, and the bev-
el sharpened on waterstones ready-for-use, before the product finally leaves 
the workshop. Cutting layer hardened to 62-63 HRC.

6-piece set in a leather tool roll 
Blade width 6 / 9 / 12 / 18 / 24 / 30 mm
Blade length 60 mm
Overall length 220 mm
Blade thickness 5-8 mm
No. 710362 696.64 € 829.00 €

B

AKIO AND MICHIO TASAI 
The master smith Akio Tasai has earned himself a legendary reputation among Japan‘s 
metalworkers, especially due to his Mokume technique. His son Michio Tasai is following 
in the footsteps of his father, acquiring his Japanese sword-making license - the most 
prestigious accolade among smiths - at the tender age of 38 after eight years of study 
under the master sword smith Takano Yukimitsu. They use Blue Paper Steel, specifically 
manufactured according to their needs, to manufacture the cutting layer of their tools, as 
this particular steel remains easy to sharpen despite its hardness. Exquisitely  

polished handle made 

of red oakwood

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Lifetime sharpening
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Price advantage
A  DICTUM® CHISEL, LONG PATTERN
6-PIECE SET IN A COTTON TOOL ROLL     
Traditional European design with reinforced  
ferrule, long blade and long handle.

Blade width 6 / 10 / 12 / 16 / 20 / 26 mm
Blade length 95-105 mm
Overall length 260-280 mm
Blade thickness 3-6 mm
No. 701389 75.55 € 89.90 €

  CHISELS / PARING CHISEL
DICTUM chisels feature blades and handles that are specifically shaped 
to create a perfect symbiosis between function and ergonomics, whether 
driven manually or using a mallet or hammer. The select steel quality 
(chrome-vanadium steel with high carbon content 59-60 HRC) makes 
them easy to sharpen and very durable at the same time.

Ideal handle shape

Precision- 
sharpened back

Sturdy steel ferrule

Varnished, impact
resistant German 

hornbeam handles

The solid hoops 
can be re-fitted 
into the handle 

without damage  
when the handle 

shows sign of wear

A

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

DICTUM Satisfaction Guarantee

Products can be tested 
for 15 days. 
(For more information see page 3).
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Precision- 
sharpened 
back

Sturdy steel 
ferrule

Perfect handle 
shape with 
birch bark:
slip-proof,
antibacterial,
inhibits fungal 
growth, water- 
repellent und 
ultra-durable

Bevel-edge 
chisels: 
reduces friction 
build-up during 
use, ideal for 
finishing 

Impact-resistant
handle core of
hornbeam

TOOLS

B

*Bm1 - birch bark not only has a pleasantly smooth, warm feel but also 
boasts unique technical qualities. The ultra-durable natural material is 
sustainable and ecologically produced, easy-care, water-repellent, and 
slip-proof even in perspiring hands. The material has an antiseptic 
effect, as it is antibacterial, antiviral and inhibits fungal growth.

B  DICTUM® PARING CHISEL, WITH 
BIRCH BARK HANDLE IN LEATHER 
TOOL ROLL  Price advantage
What makes this paring chisel stand out is 
the new material bm1* made from birch 
bark. The manufacturing process involves 
bonding together individual slices of birch 
bark, which produces a unique natural 
texture, and applying them to a solid, 
impact-resistant hornbeam handle core. 
6-piece set in leather tool roll.
 
Blade width 6 / 10 / 12 / 16 / 20 / 26 mm
Blade length 95-105 mm
Overall length 260-280 mm
Blade thickness 3-6 mm
No. 701648 234.45 € 279.00 €

                 This set comes in the high-quality Leather Tool Roll Deluxe made of fine cowhide. The tools are 
safely secured in place by an elastic strap that prevents the tools from slipping out in any situation. 
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A  VERITAS® MINIATURE CHISELS 
Three fully functional miniature chisels, made at 
about 1/3 the scale of the regular Veritas chisels.  
Only 83 mm long overall, PM-V11 steel blade (61-
63 HRC) and ground flat on the face, precious wood 
handles and stainless steel ferrule. Bevel angle 25°. 
Not only a nice gift idea or a collector‘s item: these 
chisels are extremely helpful where fine, precise cuts 
are needed. Comes in an elegant leatherette case.

Blade width 3 / 6 / 9.5 mm
Overall length 83 mm
Blade thickness 2.4 mm
No. 703856 36.05 € 42.90 €

TIP:
The perfect  

gift for model 

makers!

Scale com
parison:  

The smallest ch
isel -  

fully functional

A Our book  
recommendation:

MOVING SAM MALOOF  

Ann Kovara:
This book provides an insight into the not-
always-easy life of internationally renowned 
furniture maker Sam Maloof and his wife 
Alfreda. For 45 years, they lived on a farm 
in Alta Loma, California, until the state 
decided to build a new motorway right where 
the Maloof farm was situated. The couple 
had no choice but to move. Between 1998 
and 2001, they had to relocate from their 
historical residence with two barns used as 
workshops, a house and twenty trees to a new 
plot three miles away. Construction supervisor 
and architect Ann Kovara tells this story with 
many pictures that give insights into the 
world of Maloof’s extraordinary furniture. 
127 pages, hardcover, numerous photographs 
and drawings, 225 x 287 mm. In English. 

No. 713086 37.29 € 39.90 €
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TOOLS

B  ROBUSUTA® FOLDING SAW,  
DOZUKI UNIVERSAL® 
This Dozuki saw with universal teeth is 
excellent for producing dovetail joints and all 
other kinds of wood joints. The ultra-thin and 
fine-toothed sawblade allows precise, tear-
free cuts and the finest kerfs.The reinforced 
back stabilises the blade and reduces the 
risk of snapping. Ideal for all cuts across, 
along, and diagonally to the grain.
Blade length 240 mm
Overall length 540 mm
Cut depth 50 mm
Blade thickness 0.3 mm 
Setting 0.45 mm
Universal teeth 1.5 mm 

Stained Beechwood Handle
No. 712333 38.57 € 45.90 €
Walnut Handle 
No. 712330 41.93 € 49.90 €

Repl. Blade   No. 712336 14.71 € 17.50 €
Approved Japanese saw

in folding version

ROBUSUTA® FOLDING SAWS 

When extended, these folding saws satisfy all functions and the stability of a 
traditional Japanese saw; their handles have a particular shape that lets them 
rest comfortably in the hand. They are folded away using the robust yet easy-
to-use toggle lever. This protects the teeth from damage and ensures that the 
saw can be tucked away neatly even in compact storage spaces. The blade is 
replaced quickly and easily by loosening and tightening the positioning bolts.

Stain
ed 

Beec
hwood

  

Handle

Robust toggle lever
locks the blade

securely in place

Walnut Handle

B

ALSO 

AVAILABLE AS 

Dozuki Super Hard 

and Kataba 

Super Hard.

DICTUM Satisfaction Guarantee

Products can be tested 
for 15 days. 
(For more information see page 3).
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A  JAPANESE SAW SET DUO  Price advantage

• Dozuki Universal 240 for precise cuts across  
and along the grain (No. 712808)

• Ryoba Komane 240 for rip cuts and trimming  
cuts of any depth (No. 712806) 

Comes with a jute tool roll.
No. 712141 58.74 € 69.90 €

B  AKAGASHI SAW SET  Price advantage
One handle, two saws - ready for almost  
any cutting situation: Flexible saw set with universal 
saw blade for precise cuts and a jig saw blade for 
narrow shapes and curves. The blades can be easily 
changed thanks to a practical quick-change fasten-
er. Simply press the lever upwards and pull the saw 
blade out downwards. The blade is locked twice and 
fits perfectly! The ergonomic red oak handle pro-
vides a good grip and a comfortable surface feel.  
Comes in a high-quality cotton canvas bag.
No. 712170 52.02 € 61.90 €

DICTUM Satisfaction Guarantee
Products can be tested for 15 days. 
(For more information see page 3).

A

Replaced at the 

flick of a wrist!

B
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C JAPANESE TOOL BOX, EQUIPPED, 10-PIECE SET 
This set contains basic equipment consisting of 
high-quality Japanese hand tools that are needed for 
all common types of woodworking. All tools are made 
of high-quality steel and Japanese red oak, and 
allow precise and stylish work. Fittingly, all tools are 
securely stowed in a tool case with a sliding cover. 
It is made of massive kiri wood, and is a real atten-
tion-grabber, not just because the marked corner 
fittings are real eye-catchers. 

The tool box contains:

• Smoothing plane with plane blade made of dou-
ble-layered steel, 
blade width 42 mm, 
blade thickness 5.8 mm, 
overall length 180 mm

• Octagonal hammer, mainly used for striking chisels 
and for assembly work, head weight 225 g

• Hybrid chisel, blade width 25 mm
• Hybrid chisel, blade width 12 mm
• Mitre square
• Punch awl, with square-cut tip, 

blade length 45 mm
• Akagashi saw for hardwood 210, 

blade length 210 mm, 
overall length 360 mm, 
blade thickness 0.6 mm, 
trapezoidal teeth 1.5 mm

• Replacement blade for Akagashi saw 
universal 270, 
blade length 270 mm, 
blade thickness 0.6 mm, 
trapezoidal teeth 1.9 mm

490 x 220 x 120 mm
2.8 kg
No. 718942 251.26 € 299.00 €

C

TOOLS
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Comes in
 

a practica
l and 

durable
 Syst

ainer

Also 

available 

for left handed

woodworkers! 

A

A DICTUM® ENTRY-LEVEL PLANE SET, 
IN T-LOC SYSTAINER®   Price advantage
Basic set for all plane work, stowed safely away in a 
durable systainer made of high-quality polymer with 
a specially fitted inlay. 396 x 296 x 105 mm

Long low angle jack plane for  
right-handed use (No. 703420) 
or left-handed use (No. 703419)
• Finishing
• Joining
• Trueing
• Chamfering

Smoothing plane No. 4 
(No. 703331)
• Finishing and smoothing

Rabbet block plane 
(No. 703335)
• Working on rebates and tenons
• Smoothing small workpieces 

(including end grain)

 

Right-handed Use, in T-Loc Systainer®

Blade material
SK4 Steel No. 703434 333.61 € 397.00 €

Left-handed Use, in T-Loc Systainer®

Blade material
SK4 Steel No. 703435 333.61 € 397.00 €
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Convex form

With finger grooves

For fine shavings

B DICTUM® POCKET PLANE 
This handy, light-weight pocket plane fits snugly in 
your palm because of its convex form, its polished 
cap iron and the recessed grips. It is especially suit-
ed for craft carpentry, model making and musical 
instrument making. Fine shavings due to a narrow 
mouth opening (not adjustable). Blade adjuster nut 
and spin wheel made from stainless steel and brass. 
The cap iron is fixed by a retaining pin.

Blade width 32 mm
Blade thickness 3 mm
Overall length 135 mm
Weight 440 g

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

DICTUM Satisfaction Guarantee

Products can be tested 
for 15 days. 
(For more information see page 3).

Perfect er
gonomics

B

Pocket Plane, 20°
For working with the grain. Bevel angle 25°. 
Results in a normal cutting angle of 45°. 
Blade angle 20°
Blade material
SK4 Steel No. 703430 41.93 € 49.90 €

Repl. Blade
SK4 Steel No. 703432 8.91 € 10.60 €

Pocket Plane, 12°  
For fine cuts and end grain. Bevel angle 25°. 
Results in a cutting angle of 37°.
Blade angle 12°
Blade material
SK4 Steel No. 703431 41.93 € 49.90 €

Repl. Blade
SK4 Steel No. 703432 8.91 € 10.60 €

TOOLS
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A  CHIYOZURU MARKING AND VENEER KNIFE  
Chiyozuru Naohide choses a slightly curved shape for 
his marking knife reminiscent of a Katana sword, and 
decorated it with a hole shaped like a Japanese gourd 
that has been sawn out by hand, which is traditio-
nally regarded as a symbol for luck and success in Ja-
pan. This outstanding tool is made using Blue Paper 
Steel, its soft layer is made from wrought iron, which 
has now become rare (manufactured primarily before 
1900). Due to the intercalated silicon it contains, 
soft iron trues the water stone during grinding and  

 
opens its pores. This is indicated by the black dots 
in the iron. The hollow grind on the flat of the blade 
allows it to be drawn quickly and precisely during 
sharpening. The tool carries an engraving of the name 
Chiyozuru. Delivered in an elegant wooden casket.
Blade thickness 4.5 mm
Overall length 210 mm
Blade width 23 mm
Bevel right
No. 700460 411.76 € 490.00 €

A

Intercalated silicon 
in the soft iron are trueing the 

waterstone while sharpening

CHIYOZURU
Chiyozuru is one of the most well-known names for plane blades and other woodwork-
ing tools in Japan. Many of these forged tools from current and previous generations 
are viewed as national cultural treasures in Japan. Furthermore, the tools have also 
received numerous awards. After a 13-year apprenticeship under his master Chiyozuru 
Sadahide II (72 years old), the 37-year-old Chiyozuru Naohide (4th generation) was 
granted permission to manufacture and sell his own tools bearing the Chiyozuru name.

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Lifetime sharpening

 Two free sharpenings
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TOOLS

Our book  
recommendation:

B

B  CARVING KNIVES, 5-PIECE SET 
Exclusive carving knives with ergonomic cambered handles made 
of untreated Japanese white oak for perfect cutting control. 
Rustproof A2 steel (approx. 62 HRC). 
Blade length 50-65 mm
Overall length 80-195 mm
Double bevel
No. 710761 79.66 € 94.80 €

For workshops on carving and woodworking see   
 www.dictum.com/workshops

HOLZ!
SCHNITZEN - TRADITIONELL UND URBAN  

Max Bainbridge:
This book will inspire the reader to create 
stylish carvings they can be proud of. Max 
Bainbridge introduces the few key tools that 
are necessary for carving. It is best to start 
with a simple tablespoon or cooking spoon 
and slotted spatula, before moving on to a 
butter knife, chopping board or small bowl. 
Following the projects, the author explains 
the different techniques of surface design 
and provides tips on how to imitate and 
scorch fine woods and wax the new pieces. 
For beginners and experts alike! 
143 pages, hardcover, colour photographs 
on every page, 196 x 241 mm. In German. 

No. 713085 24.30 € 26.00 €
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Precise  

markings

DICTUM® MARKING GAUGE 
Already in the 19th century, English tool 
manufacturers made a marking gauge with 
a round metal shaft to allow even more 
precise marking of mortises and material 
thickness. As well as its high marking accu-
racy, our marking gauge has an impressive 
rounded wooden insert for a warm, ergo-
nomic grip. To keep the gauge true even on 
difficult grain, the marking head is designed 
as a disc blade. A deep-etched shaft scale 
for quick setup as well as the roll-stop face 
on the brass fence complete this high-grade 
marking tool.
Working range 0-150 mm 
 
No. 717175 24.29 € 28.90 €
Repl. Blade No. 717176 2.44 € 2.90 €

DICTUM Satisfaction Guarantee

Products can be tested 
for 15 days. 
(For more information see page 3).

A 1 2

A  BOGENZIRKEL »L‘ARC«   
Since as far back as the Middle Ages, the 
compass has been resplendent on the emblem 
of the carpenters’ guild alongside the right angle 
and the plane. Because the wing compass allows 
secure locking of the set measurement, it is con-
sidered an improved version of the older dividers. 
Our French model combines a simple design with 
functional materials. With legs of gunmetalfin-
ished and therefore rust-protected steel, hinge 
and lever for adjustment of brass, hardened tips. 
In this day and age only a few tradespeople still 
know the value of a compass. It allows you to 
evenly divide distances like no other tool (often 
quicker than a pocket calculator), construct ovals 

and ellipses, and determine aesthetic proportions 
based on the »golden ratio«.

2  With Pencil Holder   
Comes with DICTUM pencil.
Shaft length 160 mm
Max. opening 180 mm
No. 707377 34.37 € 40.90 €

1  Two Tips   
Shaft length 160 mm
Max. opening 180 mm
No. 707376 27.90 € 33.20 €
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B  WOOD STOCK® FOLDING RULE 
Every segment of this folding rule is made 
of a different type of wood. The front side 
has a scale and the rear side provides infor-
mation on the distribution, characteristics 
and use of each type of wood. The folding 
rule not only provides correct measurements 
but also offers a playful introduction to the 
world of wood. All wood used is FSC-certi-
fied, the rule comes in an attractive black 
sliding box. 
Accuracy class III (+/- 1.4 mm per 2 m).

1  Native Woods 
Sycamore, birch, oak, alder, ash, sweet 
chestnut, cherry, larch, robinia, beech.
Width 16 mm
Length 2 m
No. 708029 17.56 € 20.90 €

2  Brazilian Woods 
Amapá, jatobá, louro gamela, louro itauba, 
louro preto, muiracatiara, muirapiranga,  
pau amarelo, sucupira vermelho, violeta.
Width 16 mm
Length 2 m
No. 708030 19.66 € 23.40 €

With a description  

of the different 

types of wood

2

 WOODWORKING IN ESTONIA   

Ants Viires:
This book gives you a multitude of informa-
tion about the entire history of woodwork-
ing in the small Northern European nation, 
Estonia. Stanley Tools kept the traditional 
aspect of this work by preserving its old 
look and design. The author, Ants Viires, 
combined personal interviews and direct 
observation of work habits with archae-
ological evidence and other literature 
of his country. It is a gigantic source of 
inspiration for anyone who is interested in 
woodworking. Find out, how our ancestors 
worked with wood - form prehistorical times 
up through Estonia independence. 
304 pages, hardcover, more than 240 pho-
tographs and illustrations. In English.

No. 713056 27.10 € 29.00 €

B

1

TOOLS

Our book  
recommendation:
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A

Stores  
compactly

A  SJÖBERGS® SMART VISE, MOBILE WORKBENCH 
For all occasional woodworkers and assembly work: 
Also suitable for kids doing handicrafts. The Smart Vise is easy to install on 
any table or worktop, e.g. with clamps, requires little space and is easy to 
store. Maple jaws. Core thickness of the MDF/spruce/Multiplex sandwich con-
struction 75 mm, max. vice opening 110 mm. Comes with four bench dogs.
Worktop dimensions 307 x 362 mm
Overall dimensions 362 x 362 mm
6.7 kg
No. 706445 95.80 € 114.00 €

The mobile

WORKBENCH 

for all ages!
Incl. four wood  
bench dogs

Solid maple 
wood jaws
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FELO - MADE IN GERMANY
Felo has been producing screwdrivers »Made in Germany« since 1950. Driven 
by innovative strength and quality awareness, the company has become one of 
the world‘s leading manufacturers of screwdrivers and bits. Felo is offering a 
15 year warranty on all products. 

B  FELO TOOL SET CLASSIC XS,  
18-PIECE SET  
The best of two worlds:
This tool set with perfectly chosen equipment unites 
classical and modern styles. The heart of this set 
is a handy ratchet made of chrome-vanadium steel 
with an optional extension for sockets and bits. 
Bits fit directly to the ratchet head, providing a 
low operating height to make working in narrow 
spaces a breeze. The slightly angled handle protects 
against injuries. Every part of this set, including the 
high-quality bits and sockets, is clearly laid out in 
an exquisitely milled wooden case. 
Slotted 4.5 / Slotted 5.5 / Slotted 6.5
PH1 / PH2 / PH3 / PZ2
SW5 / SW5.5 / SW6 / SW7 / SW8 / SW10 / SW13
No. 717901 39.41 € 46.90 €

Angled handle 

TOOLS

B
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GLASS STONES BY SHAPTON®  
The premium range from Japanese company Shapton is the glass stone series. The sharpening 
particles are highly pure and homogeneous. This is noticeable when changing to finer grits: The 
traces from the previous grit are quickly ground out. A special bond allows quick sharpening on 
a flat surface. The sharpening stone has a base of tempered glass and is thus 100 % warp-free. 
Conventional sharpening stones may warp microscopically by absorbing water, but Shapton 
stones solve this problem with their extremely flat base of tempered glass.

Another advantage of the glass base is that the grit rating on the underside is always visible even 
after much use. Before use, spray the stones with water. It is not recommended to keep them 
in water permanently. White aluminium oxide abrasive.

A  SHAPTON® GLASS STONES SET »SEVEN«
Aesthetic - highly functional - in a class of its own:
According to the credo »the beauty of the useful-
ness«, Shapton has again managed to combine the 
subject of sharpening and the fascination of sharp 
blades into a natural unit. Plus, the simple, almost 
artistic product becomes a design object that can 
be kept effortlessly clean thanks to the high-quality 
materials.

The set contains:
• 3 compact sharpening stones (160 x 37 x 12 mm) 

with grit sequence tailored to kitchen knives
• Anti-slip stone holder made of easy-to-clean glass
• Ultra-flat diamond trueing plate (accuracy of 

flatness ± 0.005 mm) for trueing the sharpening 
stones

Grit 500 (25 micron), 2000 (6.7 micron), 
30 000 (0.44 micron)
No. 711624 251.26 € 299.00 €

A
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Workshop recommendation:

Sharpening High-Class Knives

Content: You will learn and practice how 
to sharpen your knives on waterstones - 
precisely and in a manner that is gentle 
on the blades. The course also includes 
necessary background knowledge on 
steel and sharpness. Thanks to a combi-
nation of intensive practice and profes- 
sional advice, your efforts will be  
rewarded with perfect results.

Price: €105 (gross) 
Also available as a gift voucher!

For workshop dates see  
 www.dictum.com/workshops

B  DMT® DIAMOND WHETSTONE™ SET   Price advantage
The wooden box provides a convenient and elegant way to store the three Whet-
stone™ sharpening blocks that are included with the set and to protect them from 
damage and dirt. Block sizes: 152 x 50 x 19 mm. Coarse, fine, extra-fine grit. 
The wooden box is made of cherry tree wood and has non-slip rubber feet.
200 x 190 x 40 mm.
No. 706285 106.55 € 126.80 €

DMT® DIAMOND STONES
The US-based company Diamond Machining Technology, (DMT) is the leading manufacturer 
of high quality diamond sharpening stones. DMT tools are precision manufactured, highly 
wear resistant and extremely effective. The diamond-coated blocks remain permanently flat, 
and are especially suitable for tools with straight blades as well as for producing flat surfaces 
(e.g. backs of plane and chisel blades, plane soles, scrapers). We recommend moistening the 
DMT stones with water and grinding with little pressure. 

B

TOOLS

The wooden box 

is made of cherry 

tree wood

WHETSTONES

extra-fine

fine

coarse 

CLASSIC
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A

A  PRUNING SHEARS 
WITH LEATHER WRAPPING
Sturdy, forged shears (C58 steel) made 
for effortless cutting through branches 
and twigs. Smooth leather is rustically 
strung around the curved handles, 
contoured to fit the heel of the hand. 
The shears therefore lie comfortably in 
the hand. They are easy to clean after 
finishing work, as the cutting edges are 
polished so that dirt can hardly cling 
to them. The leather wrapping can be 
easily replaced, making these shears a 
companion for life.
Max. branch diameter 15-20 mm
Overall length 200 mm
280 g

No. 718133 71.09 € 84.60 €

Finely adjusted 
cutting action

Leather wrapping
can be replaced,
lies comfortably 

in the hand

 

Forged in a 

Japanese  

MASTER  

WORKSHOP!
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Bypass shears 
Precise, clean cuts, ideal  
for cutting green wood.

B

C

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

B  GIFT SET PRUNING SHEARS AND LEATHER SHEATH 
The ultimate tool for keen gardeners - a very valuable gift set:  
a pair of extra strong tree and vine shears (No. 718115) 
with extremely sharp cutting edges, ideal for cutting fruit trees, 
rose bushes and vines. Finely 
polished blades with outstanding 
durability, ergonomically forged  
handles, pure high carbon steel 
with leather sheath (No. 718118) 
in a very attractive gift box.
Max. branch diameter 15-20 mm
Overall length 200 mm 
250 g
No. 718186 83.19 € 99.00 €

C  ARNO® FRENCH PRUNING SHEARS, OLIVEWOOD 
Strong shears primarily for pruning fruit trees. The 
olivewood handles rest comfortable in the hand.
Drop-forged, selectively hardened carbon steel with 
hardened blade inserts. Hardness approx.
58 HRC. Leather sheath with belt loop.
Max. branch diameter 15-20 mm
Overall length 200 mm
295 g
No. 707480 75.55 € 89.90 €

ARNO®

Ergonomic design and sophisticated function - the  
professional garden shears made by the traditional  
French company Arno have embodied these characteristics 
since 1927. French viticulturists and fruit growers swear 
by the shears, which save energy and protect plants  
when harvesting fruit and grapes and growing flowers.

GARDEN
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OBSTBAUMSCHNITT GRUNDKURS

Uwe Jakubik:
Only fruit trees that are cut properly 
and regularly guarantee a healthy and 
tasty harvest year after year. This book is 
designed for hobby gardeners who want 
clear and concise information about what 
is important when cutting fruit trees. From 
preparing the ground to protecting the 
plants, right through to the correct pruning 
techniques, this book will tell you all you 
need to know about cultivating your fruit 
trees and increasing their yield. 96 pages, 
hardcover, many colour photographs and 
illustrations, 170 x 235 mm. In German.

No. 713540     12.06 € 12.90 €

Shortened,
ergonomic handles
especially for small
women‘s handsSturdy forged, finely 

polished cutting edges
with excellent durability

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

A

Bypass shears 
Precise, clean cuts, ideal  
for cutting green wood.

A  SMALL PRUNING SHEARS (FOR WOMEN)
Sturdy forged shears for small hands with outstanding cutting performance. 
To fit better in the hand, the finger rest is at the bottom of the handle, 
closer to the head of the shears. Ideal for pruning fruit trees, rose bushes 
and vines. Finely polished cutting edges with excellent durability.
Max. branch diameter 10 mm
Overall length 170 mm
170 g
No. 707417 46.13 € 54.90 €

So that our pruning shears become your life-long   
 companions, we offer a wide range of replacement 
parts and accessories available on request.

Our book  
recommendation:
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B

C

B  JAPANESE FOLDING SAW DELUXE 240  
Handmade: The details make the difference to indus-
trially-manufactured series products. For example, 
the blade of this saw is taper-ground 0.2 mm, and 
the teeth sides are polished to make cutting even 
easier. Clearing teeth prevent clogging. Manual 
straightening on the aligning anvil by the master 
saw-smith himself ensures that the saw blade runs 
smoothly. Curved Kashi body with rounded edges.

Blade length 240 mm
Blade width 35 mm
Blade thickness 0.6 mm
Overall length 525 mm
Setting 0.9 mm
Crosscut teeth 2 mm
No. 712107 58.74 € 69.90 €
Repl. Blade No. 712108 29,92 € 35,60 €

C  SILKY® POCKETBOY 170, COARSE 
Whether on the building site, in the workshop or
for outdoor use, this compact folding saw with its
razor-sharp teeth runs rings around many »large«
saws. For crosscuts and rip cuts.

• Saw blade is hard-chromed and thus rustproof
• Robust aluminium handle with anti-slip rubber 

coating
• Can be locked in two positions - also for cuts in 

tight spaces

Taper-ground blade with no additionally set teeth:
• Allows cutting with little friction
• Creates the cleanest cuts - helps water run off 

quickly and thus prevents rotting

Special raker teeth:
• Reduce the cutting force on the other teeth and 

thus increase the edge life
• Prevent clogging

Blade length 170 mm 
Blade width 30 mm
Blade thickness 0.9 mm
Overall length 370 mm
Crosscut teeth 3 mm
No. 712776 31.34 € 37.30 €
Repl. Blade No. 712777 19.16 € 22.80 €

GARDEN
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A  HARVESTING KNIFE DELUXE WITH FIRE-HARDENED HANDLE 
Archaic-style knife for harvesting flowers, herbs, cabbage and lettuce. 
The triple-layered blade with a core layer of White Paper Steel cuts  
effortlessly through even thick stalks and is securely fixed to the han- 
dle via a dark ferrule. The fire-hardening of the chestnut handle over  
an open flame makes it less susceptible to mechanical stress and dirt.
Blade length 105 mm
Overall length 235 mm
70 g
No. 718202 36.47 € 43.40 €

Forged from 
Japanese triple- 
layered steel 

TIP:
More  

HARVESTING  

KNIVES at

www.dictum.com 

A

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

SELBST GEBAUT FÜR MEINEN 
GEMÜSEGARTEN: 30 DIY- PROJEKTE 
FÜR EINE REICHE ERNTE  

Joyce und Ben Russell:
Joyce Russell shows how to make a leaf 
mould compost bin, a pole tent for beans, 
snail- and slug-safe lettuce boxes or a 
practical cold frame. Thanks to the clear, 
step-by-step instructions, all projects, from 
the easy to the demanding, can be built 
without any problems. 192 pages, paper-
back, numerous colour photographs and 
drawings, 202 x 254 mm. In German.

No. 713081 23.27 € 24.90 €

Our book  
recommendation:
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B  NATA »YAMA ARASHI«  
Like a storm in the mountains (translation for 
»Yama Arashi«), this archaic-looking machete leaves 
nothing standing but bare trunks and shrubs. The 
slightly curved blade with a cutting edge of specially 
produced White Paper Steel has a high hardness and 
a long edge life. The ergonomic handle that tapers 
towards the end ensures a slip-proof grip thanks to 
the taping and the guard. For optimum long-term 

protection against dirt and water, Master Akitomo 
provides the whole handle as well as the guard with a 
high-quality Urushi surface. Comes in an elaborately 
produced wooden sheath with leather belt loop. 
Double bevel.
Blade length 240 mm
Overall length 410 mm
No. 710862 231.09 € 275.00 €

GARDEN
YOSHIHIKO AKITOMO  
Yoshihiko Akitomo is a third-generation master smith and successor to the family business 
that has existed for over a hundred years. Akitomo uses the »Koufuse Tsuki« smithing 
technique that is also used for making Japanese Samurai swords and is passed 
on from generation to generation. Only Japanese steels with a high 
carbon level (White or Blue Paper Steel) are used for 
manufacturing these machetes. 

Curved blade
made of White
Paper Steel

Double bevel

Guard and handle
with high-quality Urushi 
surface, protects
against dirt and water

B
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A

A  JAPANESE GARDENING HATCHET »EDAUCHI ONO«  
High impact:
Hand-forged garden hatchet, ideal for cutting branches and roots and for sharpening 
and trimming posts. 3-layer blade structure with cutting edge of Blue Paper Steel. 
Untreated, ergonomically shaped Japanese white oak handle. 
Magnolia wood sheath, allows axe 
to be attached to belts.

Head weight 600 g
Blade length 160 mm
Overall length 350 mm
No. 701657 109.16 € 129.90 €

 
With their laminated forged blades, Japanese axes are the 
epitome of the fine art of blacksmithing. The durability and 
sharpness of the steel along with the well proportioned axe 
heads and handles are unmatched!
 
Japanese axes feature:
•  Forged multi-layered blades - very hard cutting edges of 

58-60 HRC steel and impact-absorbing soft iron body
• Handle of untreated Japanese white oak 
• Each axe comes with a handy sheath

Handle-fitting pass

One handle fitted free.

Soft iron

Hard carbon steel
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GARDEN

B  DICTUM®  FOREST HATCHET 
This forest hatchet with typical German head shape, 
standard since 1935, has a long cutting edge with 
a slight slope. This ensures a high level of accuracy, 
making it ideal for limbing small trunks. The double-
bent crowbar handle ensures fatigue-free working and 
can be used safely with one hand thanks to the knob 
on the end of the handle.

Head weight 810 g
Blade length 100 mm
Overall length 460 mm
No. 708470 80.59 € 95.90 €

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

B

DICTUM Satisfaction Guarantee

Products can be tested for 15 days. 
(For more information see page 3).

    
Our high-quality axes with practical design are produced in small European forges 
according to traditional forging techniques.

Features of a DICTUM axe:
• Forged by hand of C-60 carbon steel (hardness 56-57 HRC*) 
• Practical, tried and tested axe shapes 
•  Ash handle with a natural Urushi surface for comfortable feel and 

dirt protection (water-proof, solvent-resistant, extremely ageing-resistant)
• Handle is set by means of a wooden wedge and an additional metal wedge
• Each axe comes with premium leather sheath made of vegetable-tanned cowhide*
   (* unless otherwise stated )

Forged by hand 
of C-60 carbon steel -
extremely durable
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ABONSAI - SCHNEIDEN, GESTALTEN, 
PFLEGEN 

Peter Warren:
This compact guide includes everything 
you need to know about bonsai care - 
different styles, selecting a tree and pot, 
equipment, important techniques and 
regular tending activities. Includes a plant 
index with detailed colour portraits of the 
most popular trees and shrubs for bonsai 
cultivation. 223 pages, hardcover, over 
650 colour photographs, 200 x 240 mm, 
in German.

No. 713030 18.64 € 19.95 €

A BONSAI TOOLS, 5-PIECE SET  
High-quality Japanese bonsai tools in traditional tool 
roll. This basic set includes the following tools for 
growing bonsai trees: pruning shears, leaf tweezers, 
concave and wire pliers, brush. 370 x 200 mm.
No. 707919 109.16 € 129.90 €

Our book  
recommendation:
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B

GARDEN

The gardener‘s ap
ron has 

space for e
verything!

B  JAPANESE GARDENING TOOLS, 7-PIECE SET   Price advantage
For professionals: Professional set of Japanese quality tools for pruning and 
planting. It includes the Kijo pruning shear (No. 718169) for cutting without 
damaging the plant, a Silky Pocketboy folding saw 170 (No. 712776), a uni- 
versal planting, rooting and transplanting knife (No. 718157), a flower and 
allround shears (No. 718099), the sickle knife for harvesting and cutting weeds 
(No. 718158) and the Japanese garden knife (No. 709169), stylishly housed 
in the gardening apron made of split leather (No. 707501).
No. 718916 137.82 € 164.00 €
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  For more spray lances and 
  accessories see www.dictum.com

2  Spray Lance 640 mm  
Long lance with narrow head for densely 
planted areas in the garden.
Head diameter 45 mm
Overall length 640 mm
No. 746201 69.66 € 82.90 €

A  ICHIHANA SPRAY LANCE WITH PRECISE SPRAY
The head can be opened via a stainless steel ring, making it easy to clean. Sieve 
insert and rubber seal are replaceable. High-quality ball valve included. 
 
1  Spray Lance 375 mm   
The short length and narrow spray allow 
precise watering of terrace plants or 
vegetables in raised beds.
Head diameter 45 mm
Overall length 375 mm
No. 746200 63.03 € 75.00 €

ICHIHANA SPRAY LANCES  
Handmade: for over 350 years the Japanese company Ichihana has 
manufactured spray lances made of high-quality muntz metal, a forge-
able brass alloy. The hand-hammered brass quickly takes on the body 
temperature and has an antibacterial effect due to the high copper con-
tent. The holes are etched from both sides in a special process, which 
creates an hourglass shaped cross-section. This type of manufacturing 
permits an extremely fine and precise spray. With plug system for 
½ inch hose couplings.

PRECISE SPRAY

 Brass head
with interchangeable

rubber seal

Sieve insert
etched on both sides

Thread ring
made of stainless 

steel
A

1

2
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GARDEN

Our book  
recommendation:

Swivellin
g,  

drip-tight brass ros
e

GARTENMÖBEL & ACCESSOIRES  
AUS HOLZ SELBST BAUEN  
Silke Decker & Birte Gräser: 
Whether original accessories, practical 
garden aids or decorative furniture, this 
book describes in detail 22 do-it-yourself 
projects for your garden with the help 
of numerous step-by-step illustrations. 
Depending on whether you are a beginner 
or already skilled in working with wood, you 
can either start with the short introduction 
to wood science or go straight into your 
project. 140 pages, hardcover, colour 
illustrations and drawings on every page, 
203 x 241 mm.  
In German.
No. 713096 15.84 € 16.95 €

B HAWS®  SLIMCAN WATERING CAN, 5 L  
Due to its oval shape (held close to the body) 
and lower capacity, this model is ideal for longer 
distances and high-grown sensitive blossoms. The 
oval brass rose, which faces upwards and sits drip-
tight on the soldered-in neck, sprays the water fine 
as rain and is therefore suitable  even for watering 
seeds or blossoms. The practical C-shaped flanged 

handle is extremely robust and can be held with 
both hands. And the patented curved shape ensures 
an even spray. Galvanised and with a powder paint 
coating, the watering cans are permanently 
resistant to rust. 
Overall length 650 mm
No. 718984 48.24 € 57.40 €

5 
litres

  For other colours see www.dictum.com

B
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B  WIND BELLS, GREEN 
Cast iron bell whose tender tones play the song 
of the wind. Surface ornamented in the style 
of a Buddhist temple bell and with patina. 
Cast Iron.
110 / 185 g

Ø
1 50 mm No. 820032 7.48 € 8.90 €
2 60 mm No. 820033 10.00 € 11.90 €

A  CHIDORI WIND CHIME, GREEN  
Bell with miniature Japanese pagoda. Pagoda and bell 
made of cast iron, with green patinated surface. 
Bell Ø 45 mm, incl. wind vane.
90 x 90 x 90 mm
680 g
No. 820251 35.63 € 42.40 €

2

A

B

1

With weatherproof 

wind vane!
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GARDEN

D  5-TOE SOCKS, 4 PAIRS 
Seamless knitted socks with separate toes, in keeping with Japanese  
tradition, allow better airing. Blended fabric of 85 % cotton and 15 % nylon.  
One size, black.
No. 707667 12.52 € 14.90 €

D

C
C  SENSITIVE-GRIP ELK LEATHER GARDENING GLOVES, LINED  
Warm but with a precise grip:
The lined gardening gloves made of supple elk leather provide excellent 
slip-resistance even when wet, and a sensitive grip at the same time. 
The glove is exceptionally comfortable to wear with its breathable knitted 
lining. So it is perfect in the cold season for light garden work or when 
precision is needed. Water- and dirt-repellent.

Size
7 No. 707731 58.74 € 69.90 €
8 No. 707732 58.74 € 69.90 €
9 No. 707733 58.74 € 69.90 €
10 No. 707734 58.74 € 69.90 €
11 No. 707735 58.74 € 69.90 €
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 For other colours and designs of our Woolpower® 
 collection see www.dictum.com/woolpower

WOOLPOWER® 

Woolpower AB was established in 1969 in Östersund, 
Sweden, for the production of nylon tights. In the 
early 1970s, the company developed a new material 
in collaboration with the Swedish army: »Ullfrotté 
Original«. Beside military and police organizations, 
mainly people who work outside and many others who 
like to feel warm are among the customers for clothes 
made of this fibre.

• Wool does not retain odor and therefore 
the clothes do not smell unpleasant even 
after long periods of use

• Woolpower® articles are certified by 
Öko-Tex - an international human ecol-
ogy label that shows that the garments 
contain no toxic or harmful substances

• Can be machine-washed at up to 
60 °C (104 °F) and tumble-dried at 
medium heat 

• Made in Sweden. Each garment is  
labelled with the name of the seamstress

B  WOOLPOWER®  
KNEE-LENGTH SOCKS,  
BLACK, 400 G/M² 
Thicker knee-length socks. They  
enhance heat-insulation, keep your  
feet comfortably warm and protect  
against wetness and cold weather.

36-39 No. 815023 24.29 € 28.90 €
40-44 No. 815024 24.29 € 28.90 €
45-48 No. 815025 24.29 € 28.90 €

B

A

A  WOOLPOWER® CARDIGAN, DARK NAVY, 400 G/M²  
Very warm cardigan with thick collar and a full length 
zipper. Cuffs have thumb holes. The back is longer to 
prevent undesired ingress of coldness. Woolpower logo 
embroidered into the neck. Colour dark navy, Material 
70 % Merino wool, 28 % Polyamide, 2 % Elasthan 
Size
XS No. 815082 130.17 € 154.90 €
S No. 815083 130.17 € 154.90 €
M No. 815084 130.17 € 154.90 €
L No. 815085 130.17 € 154.90 €
XL No. 815086 130.17 € 154.90 €
XXL No. 815087 130.17 € 154.90 €

For hunters,

outdoor fans and

craftsmen!

http://www.mehr-als-werkzeug.de/productDetail.htm?productid=815023&lang=de
http://www.mehr-als-werkzeug.de/productDetail.htm?productid=815024&lang=de
http://www.mehr-als-werkzeug.de/productDetail.htm?productid=815025&lang=de
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GARDEN

C  BERTL BOOTS CLASSIC  
The workboot: Around 200 years 
ago, the double-stitched workboot 
was designed for mountain farmers 
and forest workers who had to work 
under the extreme conditions of the 
high mountains. It is the perfect 
workboot for at home, on the farm 
or in the workshop. The boots 
are made of 4 mm thick, greased 
Russian leather, which is almost 
fully waterproof. This thick material 
allows lacing without eyelets, giving 
the boots an elegant lightness.

•  Manufactured on asymmetric shoe 
trees for a perfect fit

•  Leather uppers allow fast removal 
of even deep scratches by simply 
napping the flesh side

•  Stabilizing rear cap, stitched 
from the outside using traditional 
techniques

•  Vegetable tanned insole for opti-
mal comfort (suitable for allergy 
sufferers)

•  Profiled outsole with a high per-
centage of Indian rubber (similar 
to a climbing shoe) for strong grip

• 100 % cotton shoelaces

When trying the boot, your heel should be 
approx. 1-1.5 cm (finger width) from the 
rear of the boot, with your toes touching 
the very front.

41 No. 817000 277.31 € 330.00 €
42 No. 817001 277.31 € 330.00 €
43 No. 817002 277.31 € 330.00 €
44 No. 817003 277.31 € 330.00 €
45 No. 817004 277.31 € 330.00 €
46 No. 817005 277.31 € 330.00 €

C
 Vegetable tanned
insole, suitable for 
allergy sufferers

Waterproof
Russian leather

100 % cotton 
shoelaces

Double-Stitched 
Style 

 For other designs see 
 www.dictum.com

Double-Stitched Style 
In shoe-making, the word »style« describes the 
join between the top and the bottom of the shoe.  
»Double-stitched« is the most robust style, tradition-
ally used for climbing boots. In this technique, after 
finishing the first stitching, the upper shoe leather is 
curled up and sewn to the midsole. Turning the leather 
provides stronger protection against moisture. 
Double-stitching makes shoes particularly robust.

BERTL SCHUHMANUFAKTUR  
Bertl Shoemaker‘s Shop uses traditional shoemaking techniques to produce 
shoes of exceptional quality and durability. Bertl focuses on traditional 
production technologies and the use of high quality materials. You can feel 
the results directly on your feet, even after years of wear. Bertl will replace 
any individual component at any time, providing uncompromising quality 
at low costs. Bertl shoes are made from 100 % German materials 
and entirely manufactured in Munich.
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A   FILSON ALL-SEASON RAINCOAT
Built with 11-oz. Shelter Cloth, this thick, waxed-
cotton raincoat holds back moisture. Seam-free 
shoulders keep the rain out in a downpour, and 
Filson liners can be zipped in during the winter. 

•  8 YKK two-way solid brass zipper closure custom 
cut at Filson with snap-closure storm flap

• 2 flap pockets, 1 interior zipper pocket
• Snap-adjustable cuff closure
• Drawcord-adjustable waist for custom fit
•  Attached three-piece hood with visor is drawcord 

adjustable

• Lower pockets have drainage grommets
• Upper body is fully lined for comfort and warmth

11-oz. oil finish Shelter Cloth /  
6-oz. dry finish Cover Cloth lining
Product care: Wipe or brush clean  
Orca grey

M No. 818003 415.13 € 494.00 €
L No. 818004 415.13 € 494.00 €
XL No. 818005 415.13 € 494.00 €

A

FILSON - SINCE 1897
Headquartered in Seattle, Washington, and renowned for making products in the 
USA from fabrics such as heavyweight Tin Cloth and warm Mackinaw Wool, Filson 
stands for the highest quality and most durable apparel and accessories available.

Filson - product development
Starting in 1897, Clinton C. Filson listened 
to his customers. »We have obtained our 
ideas of what is best to wear... from the 
experience of the man from the North - not 
merely one - but hundreds of them.«- C.C. 
Filson, 1897. Nothing has changed since 
then. In fact, most new products are based 
on customer comments. And, just like C.C. 
Filson did, the company refines their de-
signs based on customers‘ and field testers‘ 
experiences in the field.
Filson works to build comfort, protection, 
and durability into every product, plus 
practical features you will need for work or 
play outdoors.
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GARDEN

 For other colours and designs 
 see www.dictum.com/filson

D  FILSON TOOL ROLL
This roll-up tool kit is made of water-repellent, 
tear-resistant Rugged Twill and has Tin Cloth-bound 
seams. It features multiple offset tool slots, a 
bellows pocket made of Tin Cloth for small gear and 
four-hole, adjustable strap-and-stud Bridle Leather 
closure. 

22-oz. Rugged Twill / 15-oz. oil finish Tin Cloth
Product care: Wipe or brush clean
47.6 x 35.6 cm
Tan
No. 818069 129.41 € 154.00 €

B  FILSON RUCKSACK, BLACK
This all-purpose rucksack features saddle-grade 
Bridle Leather seam binding, reinforcement, and 
straps. Three pockets offer storage options, with a 
roomy interior. Double needle construction and bar 
tacking add durability. 

•  Solid brass zipper closure custom cut at Filson 
with storm flap for added security

•  2 bellows pockets, 1 stow pocket
•  Bridle Leather carrying loop and adjustable straps
•  Meets standard airline carry-on size requirements
•  Sized to fit a laptop or tablet up to 40.6 cm wide

22-oz. cotton Rugged Twill / Bridle Leather 
Product care: Wipe or brush clean
38 x 43 x 13 cm 
Black
No. 818047 368.91 € 439.00 €

C  FILSON TABLET BRIEFCASE, TAN
This fully padded case is sized for tablets and has a 
roomy exterior flap pocket for cords and accessories. 
Made of abrasion-resistant, water-repellent fabric 
with a Bridle Leather handle, adjustable nylon 
webbing shoulder strap and trolley strap for sliding 
over luggage. 

•  Solid brass zipper closure custom cut at Filson
•  1 flap pocket, 2 interior stow pockets
•  Made of water-repellent, scuff-resistant, durable 

fabric
•  Fully padded and lined to protect tablet, 

e-reader, etc.
•  Meets standard airline carry-on size requirements
•  Adjustable, removable, quick-drying shoulder strap
•  USA-tanned Bridle Leather accents add durability
•  Sized for a standard tablet or e-reader 

up to 28 cm wide

22-oz. Rugged Twill / 15-oz. oil finish Tin Cloth / 
10-oz. Antique Tin Cloth lining
Product care: Wipe or brush clean  
38 x 29 x 8 cm
Tan
No. 818060 284.87 € 339.00 €

B

C

D
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KUSAKICHI HOCHO
Traditional technique, easy to use: These knives can be  
cared for in the same manner as Western knives. Due to 
their double-bevelled blades they are suited for both right- 
and left-handers.

A  2-PIECE SET  Price advantage 
The cutting edge of rustproof VG-10 steel is surrounded 
by 16 rustproof layers with a hammered surface. 
Handles of laminated birchwood. 
Hardness 61 HRC, double bevel. 
 
Set includes: 
• Santoku, All-Purpose Knife (No. 719246)
Blade length 185 mm
Blade thickness 2 mm
Overall length 310 mm 
180 g 

• Gyuto, Fish and Meat Knife (No. 719245)
Blade length 140 mm
Blade thickness 2 mm
Overall length 245 mm 
90 g

No. 719255 150.42 € 179.00 €

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

SET
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Stainless Damascus steel 
blade: double bevel and 
easy handling

Handle scales made  
of laminated birchwood

Hammered  
surface structure

 For other models see www.dictum.com

A
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A  2-PIECE SET  Price advantage
Double-layered blade with cutting layer made of
Takefu White Paper Steel, black forged skin and 
hammered surface structure. Handle made of 
untreated magnolia wood with black ferrule. Right-
hand bevel. Hardness HRC 62, not rustproof. 
 

Set includes:
• Ajikiri, Trimming Knife (No. 719783)
Blade length 120 mm
Blade thickness 2.6 mm
Overall length 240 mm
100 g 

• Petty, Small All-purpose Knife (No. 719786)
Blade length 150 mm
Blade thickness 2.6 mm
Overall length 270 mm
95 g
No. 719787 38.57 € 45.90 €

MIKIHISA HOCHO  
The wide blade of the Ajikiri is ideal for preparing small fish, cleaning vegetables and salad, 
as well as chopping and rocking herbs. The Petty knife is ideally for all 
types of small cutting tasks in the kitchen.

Double-layered blade
with cutting layer made 
of White Paper Steel

Right-hand bevel

Black forged skin
and hammered 
surface structure

Untreated magnolia handle, 
edged for right-handed use

A
SET
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B  2-PIECE SET  Price advantage
 
Set includes:  
• Santoku, All-purpose Knife (No. 719940)
Blade length 165 mm
Blade thickness  2 mm
Overall length 305 mm
135 g

 
• Gyuto, Fish- und Meat Knife (No. 719943)
Blade length 135 mm
Blade thickness 2.7 mm
Overall length 250 mm
75 g 

No. 719948 112.61 € 134.00 €

B

TADAFUSA HOCHO NASHIJI  
The forged skin with hammered structure gives the blade an original and rustic appearance. 
A thermally treated chestnut wood handle with black plastic ferrule fits the blade. The cutting 
edge of Blue Paper Steel is perfectly polished and sharpened, the outer layers are of rustproof 
steel which makes it easier to care for. Not rustproof, hardness 63 HRC, double-bevelled.

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

KITCHEN

Cutting layer of 
Blue Paper Steel

Double bevel for
right- and left-handed use

Handle made of thermally 
treated chestnut wood

SET
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SHIGEKI HOCHO
Attractive price / performance ratio. 
Due to the contrast between the  
Damascus blades and the black birch 
wood laminated handles these knives  
are a real eye catcher.

Blade made of 32 layers
of Japanese 
Damascus steel

Stainless

Double bevel
for right and left
handed use

1

2

3

4

5

A

 For further models with red birch wood
 laminated handles see www.dictum.com
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 STARTER SET: JAPANESE KNIFE AND 
COMBINATION STONE   Price advantage 

Cooking Knife Starter Set:  
Razor-sharp cuts forever are almost guar-
anteed with this starter set! If necessary, 
the handy Santoku knife can easily be 
sharpened on the included water stone. 
The also included Sharpening Primer gives 
instructions on how to proceed.

Set includes:
• Santoku, All-purpose Knife (No. 719723), 

Triple-layered blade with hard carbon 
steel core (not rustproof), flanked on both 
sides with stainless steel, handle made 
from chestnut wood, with wooden sheath.

 Blade length 135 mm 
Blade thickness 1.7 mm 
Overall length 255 mm 
70 g

• Combination Stone (No. 711061),  
grit 1000 / 3000 for sharpening and 
finishing, 175 x 55 x 25 mm

• Sharpening Primer
No. 711085 46.13 € 54.90 €

Our recommendation:

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

Including  

sharpening  

instructions
6

SET

1  Santoku, All-purpose Knife, 165 mm  
Blade length 165 mm
Blade thickness 1.8 mm
Overall length 290 mm
140 g
No. 719770 87.39 € 104.00 €

A  SHIGEKI HOCHO KURO  
High contrast and sharp:
Due to the contrast between the Damascus blades and the black birch wood laminated handles these knives 
are a real eye catcher. The 32 layers of Japanese Damascus steel and the cutting edge of VG-10 steel are 
rustproof. Attractive price/performance ratio. Blade with signature, hardness 61 HRC, double-bevelled.

2 P etty, Small All-purpose Knife, 115 mm  
Blade length 115 mm
Blade thickness 1.5 mm
Overall length 230 mm
75 g
No. 719789 48.57 € 57.80 €

3   Gyuto, Fish and Meat Knife, 155 mm 
Blade length 155 mm
Blade thickness 1.8 mm
Overall length 270 mm
90 g
No. 719771 65.38 € 77.80 €

4  Gyuto, Fish and Meat Knife, 185 mm  
Blade length 185 mm
Blade thickness 1.8 mm
Overall length 310 mm
130 g
No. 719772 87.39 € 104.00 €

6 3-Piece Set  Price advantage
• Gyuto, fish and meat knife (No. 719771)
• Santoku, all-purpose knife (No. 719770)
• Usuba, vegetable knife (No. 719773)
• Wooden case (No. 705885)
No. 719774 230.25 € 274.00 €

5  Usuba, Vegetable Knife, 165 mm  
Blade length 165 mm
Blade thickness 1.5 mm
Overall length 290 mm
150 g
No. 719773 87.39 € 104.00 €
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A

Rosette-shaped 
Mosaic pin

Handle scales made  
of ironwood

Handle: Western Form
Double bevel
for right-and left-
handed use

Blade with expressive 
Suminagashi pattern

SAJI HOCHO  
Distinctly rich in contrast, this eye-catching blade consists of 31 layers in total. The cut-
ting edge made of SG-2 steel manufactured using powder metallurgy lends it an excep-
tional sharpness and durability. The desert ironwood handle scales, designed specifically 
with European hands in mind, are fitted to the one-piece blade. Sourced in the deserts of 
Arizona, the Olneya tree grows at an exceptionally slow pace to produce desert ironwood, 
one of the world‘s hardest and densest timbers. The exquisitely beautiful grain shows a 
golden brown hue with dark streaks. Its high density makes the wood particularly resistant 
to moisture. One mosaic pin and two stainless steel pins add the finishing touches to the 
look of this delightful knife. Polished stainless steel flanges bearing the master‘s engraved 
signature form the transition point to the blade. Stainless, double bevel, hardened to 
63 HRC. Supplied in a box made of kiri wood.

Takeshi Saji is among the most famous 
master smiths in the Takefu Knife Village. 
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4

5

6

7

KITCHEN

8  2-Piece Set   Price advantage
• 719840 Santoku (all-purpose knife) 
• 719842 Gyuto (fish and meat knife) 
• Casket with sliding lid
No. 719847 587.39 € 699.00 €

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Lifetime sharpening

1  Santoku, All-purpose Knife, 180 mm  
Blade length 180 mm
Blade thickness 1.8 mm
Overall length 310 mm
235 g
No. 719840 377.31 € 449.00 €

3  Gyuto, Fish and Meat Knife, 135 mm  
Blade length 135 mm
Blade thickness 1.1 mm
Overall length 250 mm
125 g
No. 719842 284.87 € 339.00 €

4  Gyuto, Fish and Meat Knife, 180 mm  
Blade length 180 mm
Blade thickness 1.4 mm
Overall length 310 mm
190 g
No. 719843 377.31 € 449.00 €

5  Gyuto, Fish and Meat Knife, 210 mm  
Blade length 210 mm
Blade thickness 1.5 mm
Overall length 340 mm
210 g
No. 719844 419.33 € 499.00 €

6  Gyuto, Fish and Meat Knife , 240 mm  
Blade length 240 mm
Blade thickness 1.8 mm
Overall length 380 mm
270 g
No. 719845 503.36 € 599.00 €

2  Usuba, Vegetable Knife, 170 mm 
Blade length 170 mm
Blade thickness 1.7 mm
Overall length 295 mm
235 g
No. 719841 377.31 € 449.00 €

7  Sujihiki, Fish and Meat Knife, 270 mm 
Blade length 270 mm
Blade thickness 1.8 mm
Overall length 410 mm
250 g
No. 719846 553.78 € 659.00 €

SET

A  SAJI HOCHO 
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FROM MASTER’S HAND 
Masanobu Okada is a Japanese Dento-Kogeishi - a master of traditional
crafts. Working out of the Takefu Knife Village, he represents the third
generation of his family to fashion superb kitchen knives. The master
blacksmith performs all the important work only for very special works
of art. This makes every piece unique, special and valuable. 
The blacksmith guarantees this with his name.

Cutting layer of
White Paper Steel

Double bevel

Blade made of 20 layers
of Japanese Damascus steel

 For other designs see 
 www.dictum.com
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KITCHEN

Ferrule
made of black wood
laminate

Handle
made of dark 
sandalwood

Finger groove
on the right side of 
the handle

Each knife is 

signed by the master 

blacksmith in person

A

A  OKADA HOCHO, TAKOBIKI
Fish knife with a slightly curved blade in the form of 
a Japanese Katana (sword). The Takobiki is ideal for 
cutting fish fillets when making sashimi and sushi, 
but also to portion octopus. The blade‘s individual 
Suminagashi pattern is produced by 20 layers of 
folded steel enclosing the central cutting layer made 
of White Paper Steel. This ultrapure carbon steel 
has extraordinarily fine grinding properties, allowing 
it to achieve outstanding sharpness. The sandalwood 
handle possesses a fascinating brown hue with dark 
lines, and is held in place beneath a black ferrule  

 
made of wood laminate. Right-handers will find 
the knife extremely comfortable to hold thanks to 
the finger groove positioned on the right side of the 
handle. The blade bears the signature of the smith 
and is double-bevelled.  
Hardened to 60 HRC, not rustproof.
Blade length 270 mm
Blade thickness 3 mm
Overall length 420 mm
190 g
No. 719880 200.84 € 239.00 €

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

Perfectly 

suitable for 

FILLETING and 

CUTTING 

fish & meat!
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SHIGEKI HOCHO CLASSIC
Every piece is unique: Master Shigeki practices steel folding and forge welding with great virtuosity to 
create blades with an enchanting aesthetic - each one unique in its structure.

Blade made of
hard Blue Paper 
Steel, 31 layers

Black buffalo
horn ferrule

A

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

Magnolia handle,
edged for right-handed use

 For more models see 
 www.dictum.com

A  SHIGEKI HOCHO »CLASSIC«, 
2-PIECE SET  Price advantage 
Hard Blue Paper Steel is used for the core cutting 
layer and low alloyed steels for the outer layers. 
Every knife is hand signed and packed in a beautiful 
case made of kiriwood. Magnolia wood handle with a 
buffalo horn ferrule and finger groove for right hand 
use. Hardness 62 HRC, not rustproof.

Set contains:
•  Gyuto, Fish and Meat Knife  (No. 719791) 
31 layers, double-bevelled.
Blade length 135 mm
Blade thickness 1.8 mm
Overall length 270 mm
60 g

 
•  Santoku, All-purpose Knife (No. 719290)
31 layers, double-bevelled.
Blade length 165 mm
Blade thickness 2.8 mm
Overall length 310 mm
130 g
No. 719798 201.60 € 239.90 €
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Blade
consists of 

33 layers

 Cutting layer
is made of 

rustproof 
VG-10 steel

Outer layers
rustproof

B

TAKEFU KNIFE VILLAGE
The Takefu Knife Village is a cooperative of blade-smithing specialists. It has upheld the tradition of metal- 
working for almost 700 years. A small group of extremely skilled master smiths forge limited series of superb 
knives in their smithies located in the tiny village in Fukui Province. They craft their products by hand to 
create one-of-a-kind Japanese kitchen knives made only of the best materials.

B  ANRYU HOCHO, 
2-PIECE SET  Price advantage
The master smith Katsushige Anryu is the progeny of 
a knife-making family fashioning high-quality kitchen 
knives in the fourth generation. The smith was 
awarded the title of »Dento-Kogeishi« - »master of 
traditional crafts« - in honour of his work. The blade 
consists of 33 layers in total that create a distinct 
and delightfully appealing structure. The cutting 
layer is made of rustproof VG-10 steel, and the outer 
layers are also rustproof to ensure easy care. The 

octagonal, brown sandalwood handle lies below a 
ferrule of black wood laminate. The blade bears 
the smith‘s signature and is double-bevelled. 
Hardness 60 HRC.

Set contains:
• Santoku, All-purpose Knife (No. 719920)
Blade length 170 mm
Blade thickness 1.9 mm
Overall length 310 mm
130 g

• Gyuto, Fish and Meat Knife (No. 719924)
Blade length 130 mm
Blade thickness 2 mm
Overall length 255 mm
75 g
No. 719927 293.28 € 349.00 €

KITCHEN

Octagonal handle
made of brown 

sandalwood
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SAKU HOCHO 
These all-purpose blades are exactly right for becoming acquainted with traditional  
Japanese knives: The sharp cutting edge made of carbon steel is flanked by 
two layers of stainless steel, which makes it easier to care for. The  
oval-shaped chestnut wood handle is rounded off by a black ferrule. 
These knives are available with or without wooden sheath. 
Hardness 60 HRC, not rustproof, double-bevelled.

THE KNIVES   

are also available  

individually, with  

or without a  

wooden sheath! 

A
A  SAKU HOCHO WITH WOODEN 
SHEATH, 3-PIECE SET, IN ROLL POUCH 
Knife set with dark brown leather roll 
pouch. Great for storage or as a gift.

Set includes:
• Santoku, All-purpose Knife
(No. 719723)
Blade length 130 mm
Blade thickness 1.8 mm
Overall length 250 mm
75 g

• Gyuto, Fish and Meat Knife
(No. 719724)
Blade length 140 mm
Blade thickness 1.7 mm
Overall length 260 mm
65 g

• Usuba, Vegetable Knife
(No. 719725)
Blade length 135 mm
Blade thickness 1.7 mm
Overall length 255 mm
70 g

No. 719726 104.20 € 124.00 €
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KITCHEN

B

B  JAPANESE KNIFE SET WITH COMBINATION SHARPENING STONE
AND SHARPENING DVD  Price advantage
Celebrate the art of cutting with our versatile Japanese knives: 
A Gyuto for fish and meat, the Usuba for slicing wafer-thin vegetables and for peeling. In order 
to help you keep these valuable pieces razor-sharp, a combination sharpening stone is included, 
along with an instructional DVD. The set comes in a beautiful case, ideal for storage or as a gift. 

Set includes: 
• Saku Hocho, Gyuto, Fish and Meat Knife (No. 719721)
• Saku Hocho, Usuba, Vegetable Knife (No. 719722)
• Combination Stone 1000 / 6000 (No. 711007)
• Sharpening DVD (in German) (No. 713806)
• Wooden Case (No. 820239)

No. 719728 83.19 € 99.00 €

Packed in a classic wooden 

case this set w
ith sharpening 

stone & DVD is a perfect g
ift!

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings
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B  SMALL JAPANESE ALL-PURPOSE KNIFE »MIKI« 
Ideally for peeling and cleaning fruit and vegetables and all types of small cutting 
tasks in the kitchen. It consists of a VG-10 steel cutting edge and stainless steel 
outer edges. Laminated birch wood handle. Rustproof, hardness 61 HRC.
Blade length 80 mm
Blade thickness 1.5 mm
Overall length 190 mm
60 g
No. 719304 33.53 € 39.90 €

A

An all-rounder  

for everyday  

chopping work

A  SMALL KNIVES WITH SHEATH,  
3-PIECE SET 
With this starter kit you are well 
prepared for any cutting work. Three 
compact knives in an attractive red 
leather roll-up case: Light-duty knives 
with rustproof, triple-layered blades 
and sheaths made of water resistant 
enju wood. Double-bevelled. 
Hardness 58 HRC.

Set includes:  
• All-purpose Knife (No. 719217) 
Blade length 105 mm
Blade thickness 1.2 mm
Overall length 220 mm 
40 g 

 

 
• Fruit Knife (No. 719020)
Blade length 100 mm
Blade thickness 1.2 mm
Overall length 200 mm
30 g

• Vegetable Knife (No. 719229) 
Blade length 105 mm
Blade thickness 1.2 mm
Overall length 220 mm
40 g 

No. 719195 40.84 € 48.60 €

B

STARTER
SET
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Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

C  BREAD KNIFE
Bread knife with tried-and-tested 
serrated edges. With its ergonomically 
shaped handle, this knife provides a 
comfortable grip. The full-length blade 
of wear-resistant chrome-molybdenum-
vanadium steel X50CrMoV15 is rust- 
proof, hardness 56 HRC. Handle scales 
made of olive wood with honey-coloured 
grain. The wood has excellent proper-
ties and has therefore been regarded 
as valuable material for many centuries 
due to its warm colouring. 
Blade length 200 mm
Blade thickness 1.7 mm
Overall length 320 mm
130 g
No. 719908 24.37 € 29.00 €

KITCHEN

D  JAPANESE KITCHEN FOLDING 
KNIVES »ONO«, SANTOKU  
This practical knife is useful for cooking away from 
home. Whether sailing or camping, the folding knife 
can be stored in a minimum of space and is well 
protected when you are out and about. Easy to main-
tain and a great eye catcher: 32 layers of Japanese 
Damascus steel surround the cutting edge of VG-10 
steel. The blade latches safely in position via a 
back-lock mechanism. Handle scales of laminated 
precious wood with red fibre, sturdy nylon sheath 
with a belt loop. The blade is fully rustproof, 
double-bevelled, hardness 61 HRC.
Blade length 100 mm
Blade thickness 3 mm
Overall length 250 mm
220 g
No. 719286 150.42 € 179.00 €

C

Ideal for sailing
and camping

D
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Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

A

CLAUDE DOZORME
The company was founded in 1902 by Blaise Dozorme in Thiers, the knife capital 
of France. This family-run company combines traditional craftsmanship that has 
been passed down through the years with modern manufacturing technology. Thus, 
the range includes both traditional folding knives as well as new interpretations of 
regional knives. Even cutlery and flatware for the table are offered.

A  LAGUIOLE STEAK AND  
TABLE KNIVES  
These beautifully shaped knives are an 
eye-catcher on any laid-up table. Thanks 
to their slightly curved handle shapes, they 
are comfortable to hold. The handle spine is 
adorned with ornaments filed by hand and 
the Laguiole trademark - the bee. Grained 
handle scales made of juniper with stainless 
steel ferrule. Mirror-polished blade made of 
rustproof X50CrMoV15 steel*. Comes in a 

locking case made of beech wood. Double 
bevel, rustproof, hardness 56 HRC. 
* Steel analysis:  
C = 0.5 / Cr = 15 / Mo = 1 / V = 1 (in %)

2-Piece Set
Blade length 105 mm
Blade thickness 1.9 mm
Overall length 230 mm
85 g
No. 719994 110.92 € 132.00 €

 For further steak knives
 see www.dictum.com
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C  CHOPPING BOARD MOSAIC  
The colour contrast of the two types of 
wood and the individually glued end 
grain pieces with visible annual rings 
create a singular pattern and a marvel-
lous look. Due to the vertically oriented 
fibres, end grain is more cut-resistant 
and longer-lived compared to chopping 
boards made of long grain wood. Each 
article has a unique natural wood 
structure, making it one-of-a-kind. 

Anti-slip rubber feet on the underside 
ensure a firm grip. Care: The board can 
be treated with food-grade oil whene-
ver necessary. We recommend the use 
of linseed oil. Two grips on the sides. 
Made by hand in Germany. Chopping 
board made of American walnut, 
framed with light maple.
410 x 290 x 30 mm
2.3 kg.
No. 707851 158,82 € 189,00 €

B  CHOPPING BOARD OAK/CHERRY  
Solid chopping board made of robust 
oak and cherry. Wood from oaks is 
highly robust and impresses with its 
long service life. Furthermore, the 
naturally high tannic acid content has 
an antibacterial effect. Framed in and 
with two inserts made of cherry, this 
board is not just a useful item, but 
also a visual highlight in the kitchen. 
Each article has a unique natural wood 

 
structure, making it one-of-a-kind. 
Anti-slip rubber feet on the underside 
ensure a firm grip. Care: The board 
can be treated with food-grade oil 
whenever necessary. We recommend 
the use of linseed oil. Has two grips on 
the sides. Handmade in Germany. 
530 x 365 x 35 mm
4.6 kg
No. 707852 175.63 € 209.00 €

C

B
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B  HINOKI CUTTING BOARD 
Hinoki, the attractively grained wood from the Japanese cypress, is 
especially wear-resistant and durable. As the wood is not too hard, it 
does not dull sensitive blades. The high proportion of resin has anti-
bacterial and fungicidal properties. The board is framed by two walnut 
strips, which not only look good but also prevent it from wrapping. 
Quick to set up thanks to a rotatable walnut base. Made in Japan. 
330 x 220 x 15 mm
510 g
No. 707994 41.93 € 49.90 €

B

Easy to set 
up

A  KNIFE BLOCK, OAK  
Fine knives should not be stored in a cutlery box or on a  
magnetic holder because the resulting magnetisation makes 
sharpening more difficult. Instead, we recommend this knife 
block specially designed for Japanese Hochos, made in 
Germany according to our stringent quality criteria. It accom-
modates seven knives with blades up to 270 mm long and 
9 mm wide, as well as a pair of scissors. The solid weight pro-
vides stability and the pitched arrangement allows fast access. 
The surface is sanded and treated with vegetable oil. It is also 
suitable for European kitchen knives. Oak wood with thermo 
beech* inserts.
No. 709751 70.59 € 84.00 €

A
Space for 

7 knives and a 

pair of scis
sors

* Thermo beech: High-temperature treated thermo 
wood is not only resistant against bacteria and fun-
gal decay, it is particularly stable and durable.
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C  FLEXIBLE KNIFE BLOCK  
Universal application:
On the one hand a knife block should be 
handy, on the other hand it has become an 
attractive kitchen object. This bamboo knife 
block meets both expectations. The insert can 
be removed for cleaning purposes and rear-
ranged in any order according to the size and 
variety of your knives. The loose bottom can 
be released very quickly and can be used as a 
cutting board. The variable knife block offers 
space for a total of 10 knives with a maximum 
blade length of 280 mm.
290 x 135 x 225 mm
No. 718981 134.37 € 159.90 €

 For more knife blocks and cutting boards
 see www.dictum.com

The insert can be 
removed and  

individually rearranged.

This knife block
 

offers sp
ace for up 

to 10 knives

C
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Razor-sharp blades
for first-rate grating 

results

Comfortable 
wooden handle

A non-slip rubber  
end ensures  

stability

MICROPLANE® 

From the workshop into the kitchen: Microplane originally manufac-
tured rasps for woodworking. Eventually it was a Canadian house-
wife who paved the way for the manufacture of kitchen tools when 
she set about baking a cake. Frustrated with her old, blunt grater, 
she took her husband‘s Microplane wood rasp from his tool box and 
was amazed at the excellent grating result. A sophisticated manu-
facturing process, perfected throughout 40 years of first-hand 
experience, makes Microplane products so amazingly successful. 
An innovative photo-etching process is applied to fashion the teeth. 
Unlike stamped teeth, etched contours do not have any burr, achieve 
long service life and are extremely sharp. The appliances cut the 
food with surgical precision, allowing the ingredients to preserve 
their full aroma and taste, and avoiding the crushing produced 
by many standard graters.
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A  MICROPLANE® MASTER KITCHEN RASP  
The Master series from Microplane combines a sturdy stainless steel frame with an elegant 
handle made of walnut wood. Razor-sharp blades will revolutionise your food preparation: 
Effortlessly grate cheese, fruit, vegetables, spices etc. with perfect results. A non-slip rubber 
base ensures stability and a safe grip. To preserve and maintain the wood, we recommend 
food-safe linseed oil from Sweden. The grater is not suitable for the dishwasher. 
With a hanging loop and reusable protective cover for storage. 
Friction surface 135 x 57 mm
Overall length 300 mm

1

2

3

4

KITCHEN

5  Zester/Grater  
Ideal for: citrus fruits, 
hard cheese, garlic, 
ginger and nutmeg. 
Fine friction surface 165 x 33 mm 
Overall length 310 mm
No. 746230 29.37 € 34.95 €

3 Fine  
Ideal for: spices, citrus 
fruits, chocolate, hard 
cheese, garlic, nuts.  

No. 746231 33.57 € 39.95 €

2  Coarse  
Ideal for: carrot, cheese, 
ginger, chocolate, hard 
cheese, garlic, nuts.  
 

No. 746232 33.57 € 39.95 €

4  Large Shaver  
Ideal for: chocolate, 
hard cheese, truffel, 
cucumber. 

No. 746233 33.57 € 39.95 €

1  Extra Coarse  
Ideal for: carrot, cabbage, 
cheese, potato, zucchini, apple. 

No. 746234 33.57 € 39.95 €

A
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B

For wok dishes  

and stewing

A

Ideal for m
eat 

and fish

25-year  
service  

warranty! 

SKEPPSHULT - SWEDISH COMPANY 
WITH A LONG TRADITION

The products of the Swed-
ish foundry Skeppshult have 
been made by hand with high 
diligence already since the year 
1906. The factory attaches 
great importance to sustainable 
and energy-efficient production, 
which is why they use only wind 
power for their processes and local raw materials 
sourced within a radius of 150 km. Skeppshult‘s 
products are exclusively made of natural, care-
fully controlled materials and ingredients with no 
additional chemicals. The pans are seasoned with 
organic rapeseed oil and delivered ready for use. 
You only need to rinse the product quickly with 
warm water prior to first use. For daily cleaning of 
the pan, a dedicated brush and warm water with-
out any detergent should be used. This helps to 
preserve the natural non-stick 
coatingand achieve best 
frying results.
 
The manufacturer 
gives a warranty 
of 25 years on 
the cast iron.

B  SKEPPSHULT WOK, WALNUT HANDLE 
All-purpose pan for steaming, frying, roasting and 
stewing. The round shape with long bevelled sides 
provides lots of space for the heat to distribute and 
thus achieve high frying temperatures. This way, 
vegetables remain longer crunchy and vitamins are 
better preserved. Walnut handle with cast-iron  
eyelet. Not suitable for use in the oven due to 
wooden handle.  
Upper diameter 300 mm
Height 80 mm
Overall length 540mm
3.3 kg
No. 820402 116.81 € 139.00 €

A  SKEPPSHULT FISH AND FILET PAN 
The oval form of this pan makes it ideal for frying whole fish.  
Stainless steel handle, also suitable for use in the baking oven  
and on open fires.  
Diameter pan bottom: 290 x 180 mm,  
upper diameter 330 x 215 mm.
Height 35 mm
Overall length 390 mm
2.4 kg
No. 820409 105.04 € 125.00 €
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C

D

Perfect fo
r braising

and frying

For fitti
ng lids see 

www.dictum.com

C  SKEPPSHULT GRILL PAN, WALNUT HANDLE 
Ideal for making juicy steaks. The ribbed inner 
bottom lends the meat an appealing BBQ look 
and helps minimize liquid loss, thus ensuring 
excellent frying results. Walnut handle with cast-
iron eyelet. Not suitable for use in the oven due to 
wooden handle. Diameter pan bottom: 250 mm,  
upper diameter 280 mm.
Height 40 mm
Overall length 520 mm 
3.1 kg
No. 820401 113.45 € 135.00 €

All models are  

also available in an 

OVEN-PROOF VERSION 

with a stainless 

steel handle!

www.dictum.com 

D  SKEPPSHULT DEEP PAN, WALNUT HANDLE 
All-purpose pan with high edge. Ideal for browning  
and stewing of meat or to make fried potatoes.  
Walnut handle with cast-iron eyelet. Not suitable  
for use in the oven due to wooden handle. 
Lid is separately available. 
Diameter pan bottom: 250 mm,  
upper diameter 280 mm.
Height 50 mm
Overall length 530 mm 
3.1 kg
No. 820405 116.81 € 139.00 €

KITCHEN
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A

C

B
25-YEAR  

service 

warranty! 

C  SKEPPSHULT TRIVET  
Trivet made of cast iron for all Skeppshult pans. 
Ø 20 cm
740 g
No. 820415 41.97 € 49.95 €

A  SKEPPSHULT CASSEROLE, OVAL  
This casserole with a cast iron lid is fitted with  
two handles. Base diameter 170 mm. 
Capacity 4 l
Height 105 mm
300 x 210 mm
5.4 kg
No. 820418 147.06 € 175.00 €

B  SKEPPSHULT FRYING PAN  
Multi-purpose cookware, ideal for cooking, fry-
ing, roasting, and steaming vegetable and meat 
dishes. Also suitable as a dish for grilling dishes 
au gratin in the oven. With two handles. Base 
diameter 200 mm, top diameter 240 mm. 
Ø 240 mm
Height 45 mm
2.9 kg
No. 820416 75.59 € 89.95 €

Materials science:

Skeppshult Cookware

• Suitable for all heat sources; 
due to the ferromagnetic 
characteristics also suitable for 
induction hobs

• Seasoned with organic rapeseed 
oil and delivered ready to use 

• Excellent cooking and frying due 
to perfect heat distribution and 
storage capacity 

• Purely natural non-stick coating

• Extremely durable products  
with manufacturer‘s warranty  
of 25 years on the cast iron
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G

F

For the full ,  

intense arom
a!

Elegant walnut wood

E

KITCHEN

F  SKEPPSHULT SPICE MILL 
With this solid spice mill, grating pepper-
corns and other spice seeds becomes a snap. 
Through rotation, fresh aromas are released 
within seconds. By varying the pressure, you 
can vary the degree of fineness of your home-
made spice and herb mixtures. The upper 
part provides a walnut lid - a perfect item  
to store your mixtures.
Ø 75 mm
Height 85 mm
1.1 kg
No. 820404 40.29 € 47.95 €

G  SKEPPSHULT BOTTLE OPENER  
Stylish Skeppshult bottle opener in the shape 
of a key, made of cast iron. 
Overall length 100 mm
65 g
No. 820414 26.85 € 31.95 €

D  SKEPPSHULT MORTAR 
Very practical kitchen aid and design object in one 
item. This solidly built mortar is perfectly suitable 
for making fresh and individual mixtures of herbs 
and spices and to chop up herbs. The robust pestle 
features a walnut handle, which makes it very com-
fortable to hold. Overall length pestle 175 mm.
120 x 80 mm
Height 80 mm
4 kg
No. 820403 83.99 € 99.95 €

E  SKEPPSHULT NUTCRACKER 
This unusual nutcracker is composed of a walnut 
wood body and a cast iron pestle that are joined via 
a sturdy leather band. The nut is cracked by the cast 
iron pestle inside the container. 
No. 820413 58.78 € 69.95 €
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A

CAST IRON TEAPOTS
Enjoy the simple beauty of Zen-Buddhist tea culture with these 
teapots by Japanese craftsmen. Precision-cast from molten iron in 
a sand mould, the outsides are black-annealed to protect against 
oxidation, while the insides are enamelled. Includes stainless steel 
strainer insert. Note: Unlike Chinese copies and similar mass-pro-
duced items, the teapots offered here are guaranteed hand-made by 
Japanese master craftsmen, with the corresponding high standard 
of quality and workmanship. The glazes are guaranteed heavy-
metal-free.

A  TEAPOT »HIRAGATA-OBI«, 0.6 L
Finely patterned, delicate teapot.
Ø 170 mm
Height 60 mm
1.4 kg
No. 820025 91.60 € 109.00 €

0.6 
litre
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All pots come with  

a stainless steel tea insert

C

B

C  TEAPOT »ZUI-UN«, 1.2 L
In a traditional discus shape. The vividly structured 
surface is decorated with a pattern of spiral-shaped 
raised dots manually pressed into the sand mould.
Ø 210 mm
Height 70 mm
2.3 kg
No. 820040 133.61 € 159.00 €

B  TEAPOT »KATSURA«, 1.25 L
Classic teapot with large volume  
and traditional knobbly pattern.
Ø 170 mm
Height 95 mm
1.9 kg
No. 820300 133.61 € 159.00 €

1.25 
litre 1.2 

litre
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A

A  TEAPOT KUMO - HAND PAINTED, 0.8 L 
Japanese teapot with black and blue pigmentation 
and a black handle. The extravagant painting on the 
porcelain lid is exclusively made by hand and a sign 
of highest art and perfection. The lid is decorated 
with countless maple leaves strung together.
Ø 180 mm
Height 70 mm
1.8 kg
No. 820334 108.40 € 129.00 €

Artistic handicraft: The extravagant painting on the 
porcelain lid is exclusively made by hand and a  
sign of highest art and perfection.

For a video showing the manufacturing 
process see www.dictum.com

0.8 
litre
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TEA BOWLS
Originally inspired by Korean folk art, the Japanese tea pottery perfected itself 
fully over 1000 years. Despite variations in style and formal differences, the 
model for designing tea bowls was always the perfect beauty of nature.

B  TEA BOWL KUMO - HAND PAINTED 
These exquisite Japanese porcelain tea 
bowls are the result of supreme skills and 
perfect craftsmanship. The precise and 
extravagant painting of these tea ceramics 
is exclusively made by hand. They are 
decorated with countless maple leaves 
strung together. The rim has a contrasting 
copper colour. Minor differences in shape 
and colour occur as the products are made 
by hand.

Tea Bowl Kumo, Ø 90 mm 
Height 55 mm
75 g
No. 820335 57.98 € 69.00 €

Tea Bowl Kumo, Ø 125 mm 
Height 70 mm
200 g
No. 820336 95.80 € 114.00 €

B

For a video showing the manufacturing 
process see www.dictum.com
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0.4 
litre

A  TEAPOT HOSOKUCHI MARUHADA  
A Japanese teapot from Oitomi, a tradition-
rich family company that is currently being 
run by its seventh generation. The teapot 
has a perceptible structured surface, and 
the handle is black in contrast.

1  Teapot, Lid Bamboo Design  
Porcelain lid with bamboo design.
Ø 120 mm
Capacity 400 ml
Height 75 mm
1 kg
No. 820347 116.81 € 139.00 €

2 Teapot, Cast Iron Lid
Ø 120 mm
Capacity 400 ml
Height 75 mm
1 kg
No. 820349 83.19 € 99.00 €

B  SENCHA TEA BOWL, BAMBOO DESIGN  
Hand-made and hand-painted porcelain 
tea bowl with green glazing and bamboo design.
Ø 85 mm
Height 50 mm
80 g
No. 820348 50.34 € 59.90 €

DICTUM warranty: 

Absolutely no  

heavy metals  

contained in the 

glazing.

A

1

2

B
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CC

green

blue

turquoise

brown

yellow

C  SENCHA TEA BOWL SET, 5-PIECE SET 
Attractive Japanese tea bowl set in the following 
colours: green, blue, turquoise, brown and yellow. 
The outsides of the clay bowls are glazed in a 
reserved grey hue, while the lips are highlighted in 
brown. The glazed insides provide colourful features 
in a fine craquelé structure. This effect is produced 

by rapid cooling after the firing process. These tea 
bowls come in an elegant wooden box and are an 
ideal gift.
Ø 85 mm
Height 50 mm
140 g
No. 820346 49.58 € 59.00 €
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URUSHI 
Urushi has been extracted from the Asian tea tree (Rhus vernicifera) for over  
6000 years. It is waterproof, food-safe, resistant to alcohol and solvents, does  
not become brittle or crack with age and develops a beautiful patina with use.

Each bowl

is ONE of a 

KIND!  

Extracting Urushi
Grooves are cut into the lacquer tree every four to five 
days in order to extract Urushi resin. In this way, ap-
prox. 20 ml of resin is harvested each day. The milky 
secretion from the bark is collected in a receptacle and 
then processed to produce the finished Urushi lacquer. 

A  URUSHI SET OF BOWL AND SPOON 
Spoon and bowl in attractive matching colours. 
The red-black colouring is obtained by coating the 
red-pigment Urushi layer with black varnish, which 
is then slightly sanded off again in some areas. The 
resulting random pattern makes each object unique. 
The grip of the spoon’s handle is decorated with a 
special structuring technique which creates a non-
slip, scale-like surface. This is achieved by applying 
fabric to the raw material and then colouring it with 
the technique described before.
Bowl Ø 115 x 70 mm, spoon 155 x 40 mm.
No. 831539 33.45 € 39.80 €

A
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B  SET OF URUSHI BOWLS »SENSAI SABI« 
This bowl set is traditionally used as a set of tea 
bowls by Japanese couples. 
Both bowls are first coated using the Suri Urushi 
technique so that the wood grain remains visible 
on the inside of the bowl and in those spots of the 
outside that are not colour-treated later. Then the 
outside is primed in the Roiro technique with one 

of the basic colours (vermillion or black) and later 
the final coat is added in the respective other 
colour. After polishing, the final coat is removed, 
bringing out the layer underneath and resulting in  
a surface that is very rich in contrast.
Ø 110 x 70 mm
No. 831540 41.93 € 49.90 €

black

The grain of the wood  
remains visible beneath  
the Urushi coating

vermillion

Also suitable for
 hot 

drinks, cereals
 & salads

B
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A  TEA BOX DELUXE, CHERRY BARK 
The tea box made from high-contrast wood types is 
a both functional and aesthetically pleasing design 
object. It is made of cherry bark, American walnut, 
cherry wood and maple. The top layer of  
the laminated cover is made of fine veneer.  
Inside container of polished cherry bark.

Wood types from top to bottom: Cherry bark,  
American walnut, cherry wood and maple.
Ø 80 mm
Capacity 180 ml
Height 117 mm
No. 820312 88.24 € 105.00 €

Cherry bark 

American
walnut
 
Cherry wood

Maple

A fine progressi
on of 

colours from
 light to 

dark wood

CHERRY BARK TEA BOX
Kabazaiku, the traditional art of bark craft-
ing, is especially common in the area around 
Akita, where the wild cherry tree forms a 
particularly hard skin in the harsh mountain 
climate. For more than 200 years, artistic 
craftsmen have been creating fascinating 
objects from cherry bark. To allow the bark to 
be shaped, it is first cleaned and made sup-
ple with steam, then the pre-shaped pieces 
of bark are attached to the wooden object 
with glue using a heated trowel. Cherry bark 
naturally keeps the air moisture relatively 
stable and is thus an ideal material for tea 
boxes. A precisely closing inside lid pre-
serves the aroma of the tea. The tea boxes 
are at the same time useful containers and 
works of art.

A
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C  TEA BOX NATURAL FINISH 
This box is made of multiple layers of cherry bark. The top 
part of the core container is polished, while the outside 
retains its natural finish.
Ø 80 mm
Capacity 180 ml
Height 115 mm
No. 820305 66.39 € 79.00 €

Polished  
cherry bark 

Untreated  
cherry bark

KITCHEN

CB

B  COPPER TEA CADDY  
Tea caddy made of beaten copper with tightly fitting inner lid that retains the 
aroma of the tea. The colour is applied by hand and requires a great degree of 
skill, as external influences such as temperature and humidity influence the 
colouring. Subsequently, the caddy is polished to a high gloss in multiple steps. 
The surface shimmers in an interesting hue which changes depending on 
viewing angle and the light falling on it.
Ø 70 mm
Capacity 150 ml
Height 110 mm
No. 820344 71.34 € 84.90 €
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Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

A  FOLDING KNIFE 
DAMASCUS STEEL  
This Japanese folding knife features 
a cutting core of 440A steel encased 
in 70 layers of rustproof Suminagashi 
steel. This is matched by the handle 
shells with their attractive Damascus 
structure of 89 layers of rustproof steel 
and finger rest. A reliable liner-lock  

mechanism securely locks the blade. 
Blade with tang, rustproof, 
hardness 56 HRC.
Blade length 80 mm
Blade thickness 2.8 mm
Overall length 185 mm
125 g
No. 719759 158.82 € 189.00 €

A
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POCKET KNIVES

B  FOLDING KNIFE COCOBOLO 
A total of 30 outer layers form an impressive Suminagashi 
pattern around the medial cutting layer made of rustproof 
AUS-8 steel. The blade is opened using the lever tang and 
is securely locked in place with a smooth liner lock mecha-
nism. Attractive cocobolo wood, a precious wood with deep 
red heartwood striped with dark brown to black grain, is 
used for the handle scales. The slight indentations in the 
surface structure ensure a comfortable grip. The handle 
back has an open design with a hanging loop. Double-
bevelled, hardness 58 HRC.
Blade length 80 mm
Blade thickness 2.7 mm
Overall length 190 mm
80 g
No. 719756 116.81 € 139.00 €

C  FOLDING KNIFE HIGO-STYLE CARBON 
A combination of a classic Japanese blade and a European handle. 
The attractive pattern of the Suminagashi blade with a total of  
31 layers stands out clearly. It is opened using the lever tang and is 
securely locked in place with the smooth liner lock mechanism. For 
the handle scales made of carbon, thousands of microscopic carbon 
fibres were woven together and fused with epoxy glue. The result is 
an extremely durable material which, despite its low density, pos-
sesses considerable tensile and compressive strength. The handle 
back has an open design with a belt clip. Medial cutting layer made 
of rustproof AUS-8 steel, double-bevelled, hardness 58 HRC.
Blade length 80 mm
Blade thickness 2.9 mm
Overall length 185 mm
105 g
No. 719757 100.00 € 119.00 €

Durable handle  
scales made of carbon

C

The structured 
surface offers a 

secure grip B
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HIGONOKAMI - JAPANESE POCKET KNIVES  
Until two decades ago, nearly every young man in Japan owned a Higo-
nokami pocket knife. It has been manufactured in the traditional manner 
for over a century. The blade is set in a handle without locking mecha-
nism and is opened using the lever tang.

A  HIGONOKAMI HYORIN  
The original by Nagao:
In order to obtain the exceptional patina on the 
handle surface, the folded brass handle is corroded 
using a special process. The cutting edge layer 
made of Blue Paper Steel is flanked by two tougher 
layers of steel. The black forged skin on the upper 
part of the blade carries the signature of the knife 
maker Nagao, partly inlaid in gold. Double-bevelled, 
not rustproof, hardness 63 HRC.
Blade length 80 mm
Blade thickness 3.2 mm
Overall length 170 mm
50 g

1 brown No. 700458 49.58 € 59.00 €
2 grey No. 700457 49.58 € 59.00 €
3 blue No. 700459 49.58 € 59.00 €

2

3

1

A
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POCKET KNIVES

B  FOLDING KNIFE HIGO-STYLE SUMINAGASHI  
The fascinating Suminagashi blade stands out clearly 
and perfectly matches the snakewoods vivid grain. The 
wood is mounted to stainless steel plates and is one of 
the most precious and hardest wood types in the world. 
The interesting colour fascinates with the scale-like 
appearance of its grain. The 31-layer blade is securely 
locked due to the smooth liner-lock mechanism, the 
handle back has an open design. Core cutting layer is 
made of stainless AUS-8 steel, double-bevelled, hard-
ness 58 HRC.
Blade length 70 mm
Blade thickness 2.4 mm
Overall length 185 mm
75 g
No. 719698 116.81 € 139.00 €

C  MINI FOLDING KNIFE »ABALONY«
This Japanese mini folding knife with handle scales of 
coloured abalone is a real jewel. The lockable blade 
of highest quality GIN-1 steel (59 HRC, rustproof) is 
impressively sharp. This knife will be your constant com-
panion as a fine key ring or a piece of jewellery.
Blade length 35 mm
Blade thickness 1.95 mm
Overall length 85 mm
20 g
No. 709034 41.93 € 49.90 €

Handle scale made 
of vividly grained 

snakewoods

Handle scales of 
coloured abalone make 

each knife unique

B

C

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings
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A  VIPER® FOLDING KNIFE QUALITY  
This classic gentlemen‘s pocket knife was designed 
by Fabrizio Silvestrelli, a member of the Italian knife 
makers‘ guild. The hammered titanium jaws perfectly 
match the handle scales. The handle back is set with 
four small finger grips. The handle form makes the knife 
easy to handle. The knife also does not have any edges, 
as all the components have been rounded. Comes with 
leather pouch. The polished blade made of rustproof 
Böhler-N690 steel is securely locked in place with 
the back lock mechanism, hardness 57-59 HRC. 
Blade length 75 mm
Blade thickness 3 mm
Overall length 180 mm

 
1     Ram‘s Horn 
Handle scales made of light-coloured, 
slightly textured ram‘s horn.
115 g
No. 709876 150.42 € 179.00 €

A

1

2

TECNOCUT  
Like most great Italian knife manufacturers, the company Tecnocut is 
based in the knife making capital Maniago. It has been constantly 
developing and producing new knife models under the brand name 
Viper since it was founded in 1987.

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

2 Amboina Burr Wood 
Amboina burr wood, which is produced from trunk 
or branch outgrowths of the Narra tree, has a 
reddish brown colour and is distinguished by 
its individual grain. 
110 g
No. 709880 142.02 € 169.00 €
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Blade made 
of 70 layers 
of rustproof 
steel 

Cutting core
consists of  
440A steel

POCKET KNIVES

B

B  JAPANESE FOLDING AND  
STEAK KNIFE, COCOBOLO 
This slim, stylish pocket knife suitable for eve-
ryday life can also be used as steak knife. The 
handle shells of reddish-brown cocobolo wood 
contrast attractively with the blue titanium-
coated screws and liners. Thanks to the finger 
rest, the knife sits comfortably in the hand. 
The blade locks securely with a liner lock 
mechanism; the blade back is uncovered. The 
attractively patterned blade consists of a cut-
ting core of 440A steel encased in 70 layers 
ofrustproof steel. Rustproof, hardness 56 HRC.

Comes in leather case.
Blade length 100 mm
Blade thickness 2,3 mm
Overall length 225 mm
60 g
No. 719743 112.61 € 134.00 €
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2

3

A  FOLDING KNIFE COUNTY  
Daily Driver:
Handy, modern knife with an elegant, slim design.  
The sophisticated combination of wood and rustproof 
steel for the handle creates a timeless design. 
Rustproof 12C27 Sandvik steel is used for the blade, 
which provides a good compromise between holding 
an edge and easy sharpening. Comes in a wooden box 
with a precisely milled fit. Double bevel, rustproof. 
Blade length 60 mm
Blade thickness 2.6 mm
Overall length 150 mm
55 g

1  Walnut  
Handle scales made of fine walnut wood. Hardness 58 HRC.
No. 709790 138.66 € 165.00 €

2  White Oak  
Handle scales made of white oak. Hardness 58 HRC.
No. 709791 138.66 € 165.00 €

3  Ebony  
Handle scales made of elegant black ebony wood, 
one of the densest and hardest woods in the world. 
Black blade with PVD coating. Hardness 54 HRC.
No. 709792 138.66 € 165.00 €
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POCKET KNIVES

B  SUMINAGASHI FOLDING KNIFE HIRO
Exquisite knives with extravagant Damascus steel 
blades and a beautiful pattern, suitable for everyday 
use. The Suminagashi pattern makes the blade, 
which is forged with 33 layers of Japanese steel, a 
real eye-catcher. The cutting edge is made of VG-10 
steel. The polished handle scales with nickel silver 
bolsters form an interesting contrast to the blade. 
The back lock mechanism ensures that the blade 
can be locked safely, and the double cam ensures 
smooth folding. Hardness 60 HRC, rustproof, with 
hanging eyelet. Comes with a sturdy, attractive 
punched leather sheath with belt loop for storage 
and transport.
Blade length 70 mm
Blade thickness 2.7 mm
Overall length 175 mm
100 g

1  Desert Iron Wood
Handle scales made of desert ironwood with black 
liner material between the nickel silver bolsters and 
the handle scales. Desert ironwood has a beautiful 
gold-brown colour with dark streaks. Due to its high 
density it is extremely resistant to moisture. 
No. 719760 150.42 € 179.00 €

Cutting edge made 
of VG-10 steel

B

Cutting edge made 
of VG-10 steel

2  Structured Micarta
Handle scales made of black/yellow structured paper 
micarta with black liner material between nickel 
silver bolsters and the handle scales. Micarta is  
produced using a special high pressure procedure 
which combines absorbant material (cellulose 
material, linen etc.) with epoxy resin. The resulting 
material is almost indestructible, resistant against 
oils and chemicals.
No. 719762 116.81 € 139.00 €

1

2

  For further models see 
 www.dictum.com

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings
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A

1

2

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

2  Folding Knife Suminagashi, Ebony Wood, Large 
Blade length 75 mm
Blade thickness 2.3 mm
Overall length 175 mm
95 g
No. 719755 133.61 € 159.00 €

 
A  FOLDING KNIFE SUMINAGASHI, EBONY WOOD 
The harmonious design of this stylish folding knife 
is fascinating. The structure of the 31-layered damask, 
which is not only found on the blade, but also in the 
handle jaws, is quite impressive. The handle scales 
made of dark, elegant ebony, one of the densest and 
hardest woods in the world, are a perfect match. The 
finger groove makes it easy to swing out the stain-
less steel blade which is securely locked in place 
thanks to the back-lock mechanism. Core cutting 
layer 440C steel, rustproof, hardness 57 HRC.

1  Folding Knife Suminagashi, Ebony Wood, Small 
Blade length 60 mm
Blade thickness 2.1 mm
Overall length 140 mm
70 g
No. 719754 116.81 € 139.00 €

Blade with distinctive 
Damascus structure

Rustproof

Handle jaws with  
Damascus structure

Handle scales 
made of elegant 
ebony

Back-lock mechanism to 
hold the blade in place
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B  FOLDING KNIFE SUMINAGASHI, STAG HORN 
The harmonious design of this stylish folding knife 
is fascinating. The structure of the 31-layered 
damask, which is not only found on the blade, but 
also in the handle jaws, is quite impressive. The 
slightly textured handle scales made of stag horn are 
a perfect match. The finger groove makes it easy to 
swing out the stainless steel blade which is securely 
locked in place thanks to the back-lock mechanism. 
Core cutting layer 440C steel, rustproof, hardness 
57 HRC.

1    Folding Knife Suminagashi, Stag Horn, Small
Blade length 60 mm
Blade thickness 2.1 mm
Overall length 140 mm
70 g
No. 719752 125.21 € 149.00 €

2  Folding Knife Suminagashi, Stag Horn, Large 
Blade length 75 mm
Blade thickness 2.3 mm
Overall length 175 mm
100 g
No. 719753 142.02 € 169.00 €

Blade with  
distinctive  
Damascus 
structure

Rustproof

 
Handle scales  
made of natural  
stag horn

Horn handle scales 

make each knife unique

Back-lock mechanism to 
hold the blade in place
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A  MASERIN® GOURMET FOLDING KNIFE 
Gourmet series pocket knives are ideal and stylish 
companions in everyday life. A reliable liner-lock  
mechanism holds the rustproof blade made of AUS-9 
steel firmly in place. The handle cheeks are mount-
ed on stainless steel plates. A wood inlay seals the 
back of the handle, underscoring the knife‘s elegant 
look. This design was produced in collaboration with 
Attilio Morotti, an Italian knife maker. Comes with a 
leather pouch, hardness 58 HRC.

 
1  Maserin® Gourmet Folding Knife, Bocote 
Handle scales made of grained bocote wood.  
The decorative hardwood from South America  
is of light brown colour with dark brown veins.
Blade length 100 mm
Blade thickness 2.6 mm
Overall length 220 mm
85 g
No. 709663 74.79 € 89.00 €

2  Maserin® Gourmet Folding Knife, Ebony 
Handle scales made of elegant black ebony wood, 
one of the densest and hardest woods in the world.
Blade length 100 mm
Blade thickness 2.6 mm
Overall length 220 mm
90 g
No. 709664 74.79 € 89.00 €

3  Maserin® Gourmet Folding Knife, Olive Wood 
Handles scales made of olive wood with honey- 
coloured grain. The wood has excellent properties 
and has therefore been regarded as valuable material 
for many centuries due to its warm colouring.
Blade length 100 mm
Blade thickness 2.6 mm
Overall length 220 mm
85 g
No. 709665 74.79 € 89.00 €

The liner-lock  

mechanism holds  

the blade in place

Backstrap with 
wooden inlay

Olive Wood

Bocote

Ebony

A
1

2

3
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Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

POCKET KNIVES

B  MASERIN® FOLDING KNIFE CONSOLI 
Playful elegance: This gentleman‘s knife was designed in 
collaboration with knife maker Sergio Consoli. The result 
is a precisely manufactured jackknife, created for everyday 
use. The stainless steel plates feature eye-catching orna-
mentations, whose attractive wave patterns extend across 
the entire handle. This outline continues along the fluted 
back spring and on to the back of the blade, where it serves 
additionally as a thumb rest. The darkly stained handle 
scales made of stabilised briar wood beautifully round off 
the knife‘s extraordinary look. A back-lock mechanism 
holds the blade firmly in place. The blade is made of  
CPM S35VN steel which is characterized by its excellent 
edge life. Comes with a leather pouch. 
Hardness 60 HRC, rustproof.
Blade length 75 mm
Blade thickness 3 mm
Overall length 175 mm
85 g
No. 709668 95.80 € 114.00 €

Handle scales  
made of stabilised  
briar wood

Inlay with decorated 
stainless steel plates

Decorated inlay 
made of stainless 
steel

Thumb spike 

makes it easy  

to open

B

C

C  MASERIN® FOLDING KNIFE ARNO 
This elegant jackknife was produced in collaboration with 
French designer Jean Marc Arnaud. Its blade is made of 
rustproof 440 steel; it is opened using the thumb stud. A 
reliable liner-lock mechanism holds the blade firmly in place. 
The handle scales are made of elegant black ebony, which is 
one of the world‘s densest and hardest woods. The front third 
of the handle‘s back is left open, while the rear part is sealed 
using an ornamental inlay made of rustproof stainless steel. 
Hardness 56 HRC, rustproof. Comes with a leather pouch.
Blade length 70 mm
Blade thickness 2.7 mm
Overall length 165 mm
75 g
No. 709669 91.60 € 109.00 €
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Blade made of 
Chad Nichols 
Damascus  
steel

Handle scales made  
of paua mussel shells 

White handle scales 
made of marine mother 
of pearl

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass.  
For more information see page 3.           

Lifetime 
sharpening

Two free 
sharpenings

A  LIONSTEEL® FOLDING KNIFE  
OPERA »DAMASCUS« 
The precious blade made of 200-layered Chad Nich-
ols Damascus steel »Scrambled«, manufactured of 
rustproof AEB-L and 304 steel, creates an excellent 
appearance. A back-lock mechanism securely locks 
the blade of the handy knife. Delivery with wooden 
case made of Mogano which fits the knife exactly. 
Hardness 58 HRC, rustproof. Mother-of-pearl 
fascinates with an adorable glossiness and intriguing 
array of colours since known to humankind.  

 
 
The white colored mother-of-pearl is harvested from 
the saltwater pearl (pinctada maxima). Paua is 
harvested from a mussel species (haliotis iris) from 
the South Seas which is characterized by a highly 
figured and colorful grain (blue / turquoise / green 
and pink).
Blade length 75 mm
Blade thickness 2.8 mm
Overall length 175 mm
80 g
No. 709328 301.68 € 359.00 €

A
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Inlay made of 
reindeer horn

B  FOLDING KNIFE MASUR BIRCH NATURE 
Nordic folding knife:
The handle scales of these robustly manufac-
tured folding knives are made of masur birch 
from the polar region. The contrasts between 
the light-coloured heartwood and dramatic 
dark-coloured rays running through the wood, 
combined with the round reindeer horn insert 
lend this robust type of wood a very interest-
ing appearance. Stainless steel bolsters form 
the junction of the stainless steel blade made 
of Sandvik 12C27 steel. The blade can be 
securely locked by way of a back-lock stop. 
The hanging eyelet features a handy leather 
cord with reindeer horn. Comes with a gift box 
and a leather sheath. Hardness 58 HRC.

1  Folding Knife  Masur Birch Nature, Small 
Blade length 60 mm
Blade thickness 2.2 mm
Overall length 155 mm
75 g
No. 709603 90.76 € 108.00 €

2  Folding Knife Masur Birch Nature, Large 
Blade length 70 mm
Blade thickness 2.7 mm
Overall length 195 mm
135 g
No. 709604 108.40 € 129.00 €

For other models see  

www.dictum.com

POCKET KNIVES

B

1

2



A  LE FRANCAIS DAMASK 
Inspired by a knife from the 17th century, Perceval 
developed the model »Le Français«. Due to its 
splendid twisted Damascus structure, the blade 
which is made through a powder-metallurgical 
process by Damasteel creates a beautiful look. A 
smooth liner-lock mechanism makes sure the blade 
is securely locked. The handle back has an open 
design and thus accentuates the puristic style. 
Hardness 57 HRC, rustproof. Comes with a pouch 
made of ecologically tanned cowhide.

92

1

A 

2

1  Le Francais Folding Knife Damask, Juniper
Handle scales made of juniper. This kind of wood 
has a brownish colour and a very pleasant peppery 
scent. In the Middle Ages, this type of wood was 
popular for smoking purposes, as the smoke was 
considered to have a cleansing and disinfectant 
effect. 
Blade length 90 mm
Blade thickness 2.2 mm
Overall length 200 mm
60 g
No. 709810 294.12 € 350.00 €

2  Le Francais Folding Knife Damask, Desert Ironwood
Handle scales made of desert ironwood. Due to its 
slow growth, desert ironwood from the Arizona desert 
is one of the hardest and densest wood types. It has a 
beautiful gold-brown colour with dark streaks. Due to 
its high density it is extremely resistant to moisture. 
Blade length 90 mm
Blade thickness 2.2 mm
Overall length 200 mm
65 g
No. 709811 411.76 € 490.00 €

Desert Ironwood

Juniper

For other models see  

www.dictum.com

Rustproof,  
twisted Damask

ATELIER PERCEVAL
The company Atelier Perceval, which is based in the French knife capital Le Thiers, was 
founded in 1995. The factorys trademark is the select and often very extraordinary choice 
of materials used for the handle with high-quality finish for which the manufacturer offers 
a lifelong warranty. The knives are precisely made by hand and with no frills, lending 
them a timeless elegant look. The finely polished handle scales are mounted to stainless 
steel plates and fixed with three screws.

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. For more information see page 3.

          
Lifetime 
sharpening

Two free 
sharpenings

Pouch made from  
ecologically tanned cowhide



2  Le Francais Folding Knife, Ebony Wood
Handle scales made of elegant black ebony wood, 
one of the densest and hardest woods in the world.
Blade length 90 mm
Blade thickness 2.3 mm
Overall length 200 mm
65 g
No. 709801 134.45 € 160.00 €

3  Le Francais Folding Knife, Serpent Wood 
Handles scales made of decorative serpent wood. 
This type of wood, originally from the North Ameri-
can coast, has a brown-yellowish primary colour 
with irregular brown-black stripes. 
Blade length 90 mm
Blade thickness 2.3 mm
Overall length 200 mm
60 g
No. 709803 134.45 € 160.00 €
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1  Le Francais Folding Knife, Juniper
Handle scales made of juniper. This kind of wood 
has a brownish colour and a very pleasant peppery 
scent. In the Middle Ages, this type of wood was 
popular for smoking purposes, as the smoke was 
considered to have a cleansing and disinfectant 
effect.
Blade length 90 mm
Blade thickness 2.3 mm
Overall length 200 mm
60 g
No. 709800 134.45 € 160.00 €

B   LE FRANCAIS 
Inspired by a knife from the 17th century, Perceval 
developed the model »Le Français«. The blade forg-
ed of Sandvik 19C27* steel has been hardened in 
liquid nitrogen (cryogenic treatment), which makes 
it extremely durable and easy to sharpen.  
A smooth liner-lock mechanism makes sure the 
blade is securely locked. The handle back has an 
open design and thus accentuates the puristic style. 
Comes with a pouch made of ecologically tanned 
cowhide. Hardness 57 HRC, rustproof.
* C = 0.95 / Si = 0.4 / Mn = 0.65 / Cr = 13.5 (in %)

Pouch made from 
ecologically tanned cowhide

Serpent Wood

Ebony Wood

Juniper

For other models see  

www.dictum.com



Blade with a splendid 
structure

Each knife is 
one of a kind
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CLAUDE DOZORME
The company was founded in 1902 by Blaise Dozorme in Thiers, the knife capital of 
France. This family-run company combines traditional craftsmanship that has been 
passed down through the years with modern manufacturing technology. Thus, the range 
includes both traditional folding knives as well as new interpretations of regional knives. 
Even cutlery and flatware for the table are offered. 



Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Lifetime sharpening

A

1

2

A  FOLDING KNIFE LE THIERS® RLT  
Unique handle materials make each knife 
in the Le Thiers RLT series unique. With its 
magnificent structure the rustproof Balbach 
Damascus DSC STAINLESS blade creates an 
excellent appearance. The blade transition 
can be adjusted using a small wrench; the 
blade runs on a ball bearing. A special 
feature is the extra wide plates on which the 
handle scales are mounted and fixed with 
three screws. The lavish ornamentation on 
the blade spring as well as the plates is 
hand filed. Comes in a wooden box made 
of oak wit a leather pouch.
Hardness 62 HRC, rustproof.

Blade length 95 mm
Blade thickness 2.6 mm
Overall length 210 mm 

1    Ram’s Horn  
Handle scales made of natural ram’s horn. 
150 g
No. 709678 280.67 € 334.00 €

2  Mammoth Tooth  
Handle scales made of stabilized, coloured mam-
moth tooth. This rare and very fascinating material 
is about 10 000 years old. The fossil tooth of the 
Siberian mammoth are won from permafrost zones 
or glacial ice. Every handle scale has a unique 
colour. With green liner material between the plates 
and the handle scales.
160 g
No. 709679 738.66 € 879.00 €
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OUTDOOR KNIVES SAJI  
The Japanese master smith Takeshi Saji uses traditional components to fashion utility 
knives that have revolutionised the market - not only in Japan. Blades of multi-layered 
steel make these knives feasts for the eyes, while the steel used for the cutting edges 
lends exceptional sharpness and durability. The size of the handles is designed with 
European hands in mind, while a firm attachment of the tang and anti-slip features 
ensure that these knives are also ideal for heavy use. Saji‘s knives are characterised 
by highly functional design and a rustic finish alongside exceptional value for money. 
The master engraves his signature by hand on each of the blades.
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A

11-layered blade
made of suminagashi-steel
with a cutting core made of  

Blue Paper Steel

Black wooden handle
with light-coloured rattan 
strapping provides a
non-slip grip

Ferrule with hand guard
for safety

A  SAJI HUNTING KNIFE HINOMOTO  
The strong blade fashioned from 11-lay-
ered Suminagashi steel has a cutting core 
made of Blue Paper Steel, which is famed 
for its sharpness and durability. In the 
outer layers, the smith uses a combina-
tion of copper, brass and stainless steel 
to give the blade a fascinating look. The 
light-coloured rattan strapping contrasts 
beautifully with the black paint on the  
wooden handle. Ferule with hand guard. 
Including a thick black leather sheath 
with belt loop.  

Not rustproof, hardened to 64 HRC.
Blade length 135 mm
Blade thickness 3.9 mm
Overall length 270 mm
200 g
No. 719863 184.03 € 219.00 €



Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

OUTDOOR KNIVES

B  SAJI HUNTING KNIFE KAWA KURO  
This sturdy knife will withstand all challenges during your hunting or trekking 
activities. The oak wood handle, wrapped in black ray skin, ensures a secure 
grip even under wet conditions. Scabbard made of magnolia wood with leather 
mounts, belt loop. Gunmetal finished 11-layered blade with Suminagashi pat-
tern. Core cutting layer of White Paper Steel, hardness 60 HRC, not rustproof.
Blade length 110 mm
Blade thickness 4.5 mm
Overall length 230 mm
190 g
No. 719260 192.44 € 229.00 €
Fitting leather sheath
No. 709883 23.45 €  27.90 €

C  SAJI HUNTING KNIFE KAWA AKA  
With 11-layered Suminagashi blade, cutting layer of White Paper Steel.  
Oak handle with red ray skin wrapping. Magnolia wood scabbard with leather 
mounts, belt loop. Urushi varnishing. Not rustproof, hardness 60 HRC.
Blade length 130 mm
Blade thickness 4.7 mm
Overall length 250 mm
180 g
No. 719268 192.44 € 229.00 €
Fitting leather sheath
No. 709884 23.45 € 27.90 €
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Wooden oak handle
with red ray skin 

wrapping

Gunmetal finished
with Suminagashi 
blade

B

C

»The knife for the lonely wolf.« 
Manager magazine



A  HUNTING KNIFE »DAMASK« 
Exclusive Nordic style knife for demanding requirements: 
The brightly patterned blade is made of rustproof  
Damasteel. Manufactured in Sweden, the Damascus 
steel blade is produced by powder metallurgy using the 
sintered and forged steel types RWL-34 (»light« patterns) 
and PMC-27 (»dark« patterns). The handle is fashioned 
from stained Nordic curly birch with a reindeer horn 
ferrule and a brass hand guard. Supplied in a robust 
cowhide sheath. Rustproof, hardened to 58 HRC.
Blade length 80 mm
Blade thickness 3 mm
Overall length 195 mm
95 g
No. 709103 368.91 € 439.00 €

Handle made of  
stained masur birch

Reindeer  
horn ferrule

Brass  
hand guard

Blade of Damasteel 
Rose Damascus steel

98

A

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. For more information see page 3.

          
Lifetime 
sharpening

Two free 
sharpenings



B  BRUSLETTO® FISHERMAN’S KNIFE FISKERN  
A perfect knife for all fishermen. The slim blade made of rust-
proof Sandvik 12C27 steel is ideally for eviscerating fish. The 
handle combination of cork and Nordic birch assures that the 
knife will not sink in case that it will drop into the water - it 
floats. Delivery includes leather case with belt loop. 
Hardness 57 HRC.
Blade length 120 mm
Blade thickness 1.7 mm
Overall length 240 mm
55 g
No. 709252 90.76 € 108.00 €

B

C

BRUSLETTO®  
The Norwegian traditional manufacturer Brusletto is producing knives for hunting, fishing and outdoor 
activities for more than 100 years. Their knives have always been designed and produced to be practical, 
handle and blade are worked to fulfill all functional requirements and to lie well in the hand. The natural 
structure of wood creates a unique pattern on each handle knife.

Handle made of cork - 
the knife floats

C  BRUSLETTO® BAMSEN  
Hunting and outdoor knife with handle made of nice grained olive wood 
and aluminium ferrules. The blade is made of rustproof Sandvik steel 
12C27 with a hardness of 57 HRC. 
Delivery includes leather case with belt loop.
Blade length 120 mm
Blade thickness 3.5 mm
Overall length 225 mm
150 g
No. 709253 113.36 € 134.90 €

OUTDOOR KNIVES
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MÜHLE  
Pure shaving culture made in the Ore Mountains. High-quality shavers, fine brushes and elegant 
wet shaving accessories have been produced in a small town called Stützengrün, located in the 
Ore Mountains since 1945. Mühle combines traditional craftsmanship with trend-setting designs.  
The results are beautiful and durable products.

A  MÜHLE SHAVING SET VIVO,
4-PIECE SET 
Shaving set and chrome-plated stand in 
a perfectly matched look. The handles of 
high-grade black resin* are set off by their 
contrast with the classy chrome setting. 
Chrome is corrosion-resistant, particularly 
durable, and has an elegant, alluring shine.

• Many view the traditional 3-piece double-
edged razor with a replaceable blade 
as the first ever mechanical »shaving 
device« for shaving oneself. This model 
possesses a closed comb and is designed 
to give a gentle shave, which makes it 
easy even for people unfamiliar with 
double-edged razors to use. Includes a 
razor blade.

• The shaving brush is made out of 
selected fine badger hairs. It creates 
a comfortable massaging effect and 
produces a creamy foam. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Metal soap dish, chrome-plated. Ideal for 
use with our shaving soaps from Thiers-
Issard and Mühle.

No. 709689 94.12 € 112.00 €

A

Selected badger hair

3-piece razor
with replaceable blade

* High-grade resin made of pigmented 
polyester. The individual handle pieces are 
turned out of solid rods and polished in se-
veral passes to additionally seal the surface 
and give the elements their special gleam. 
Handles made of this material are extreme-
ly durable and have an excellent feel.
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BIRCH BARK HANDLES  
Made from numerous individual layers of birch bark, a vivid material whose colour, growth pattern 
and texture vary greatly. A patented manufacturing process tailored to the material characteristics 
of birch bark allows high stability at a low weight. Compared to other natural materials, birch bark 
keeps its shape extremely well, especially when exposed to moisture.

C  MÜHLE SAFETY RAZOR ROCCA  
The traditional 3-piece safety razor with exchange- 
able blade is considered by many people to be the first 
mechanical »shaver« for self-shaving. This model has 
an enclosed  foam, adapts smoothly to the contours 
of the face and is therefore easy to use, even for 
inexperienced shavers. The surface of the razor head 
is satin-finished. The birch bark handle is naturally 
anti-fungal and anti-bacterial, water-repellent, highly 
moisture-resistant and slip-proof even when wet.
Overall length 105 mm
75 g
No. 709694 83.19 € 99.00 €
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B  MÜHLE SHAVING BRUSH ROCCA 
For the shaving brush that is made by hand, 
only the best, carefully selected badger hair is 
used. Among connoisseurs, the silver-tipped 
badger hair is considered to be the crown-
ing glory. The valuable natural material is 
particularly smooth and flexible. Thanks to the 
conical end of the shaft of the individual hairs, 
the brush is able to take up large quantities 
of shaving cream and direct it towards the 
tips. A further quality feature is the so-called 

»mirror« - a black band that runs through 
the mostly silver shimmering hair. The brush 
head is equipped with a fine screw thread and 
therefore easy to replace. The birch bark handle 
is naturally anti-fungal and anti-bacterial, 
water-repellent, highly moisture-resistant and 
has excellent grip, even when wet. 
Ring diameter 21 mm.
Overall length 105 mm
130 g
No. 709693 100.00 € 119.00 €

RAZORS

C

Handle birch bark,
anti-bacterial and durable

Silver-tipped badger hair
very smooth and flexible

B



Common blade width
 for beard shaving, ideal

for chin and cheeks  
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Blade with
full hollow, with decorative 

grooves on the back

A

RASOIR SABRE  
The blades are made of non-rustproof carbon steel because it can be ground particularly 
fine and is impressively sharp. The supposed drawback of rusting can be compensated for by 
complying with the care instructions. Up to 80 individual work steps are required to produce 
the handmade blades. Finally, the blade is honed on Belgian sharpening stones and leather 
strops. Comes with handmade case of vegetable-tanned cowhide.

A  RAZOR, BUFFALO HORN
Dark buffalo horn handle scales. Blade polished to a 
satin finish with round head made of French carbon 
steel 100c6 (C 1 %), fully hollow. With decorative 
grooves on the back of the blade. 
Hardness 59-60 HRC.
Blade length 75 mm
Overall length 255 mm
60 g
Blade width
6/8“  No. 709720 175.63 € 209.00 €



B  »LE DANDY« RAZOR
Handle scales made of high-grade plastic, blade 
engraved with »Le Dandy«. Blade with round head 
and full hollow, polished to a satin finish.
Blade length 70 mm
Overall length 245 mm
Colour black

Blade width
5/8‘‘ No. 709014 98.32 € 117.00 €
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RAZORS
RAZOR BY THIERS-ISSARD
Since 1884, the traditional French company Thiers-Issard in Auvergne has been making 
exquisite razors for wet shaving. The blades are made almost exclusively from Carbonsong 
C135 steel* with an extremely high carbon content of 1.35 %. Due to this high carbon 
content and the extreme hardness of approx. 64 HRC, they can be ground to a very thin 
edge, thus providing the necessary sharpness for a comfortable shave. For a better grip, 
the underside of the tang is serrated on all razors. Leather pouch included. 

Care instructions:
After shaving, clean the knife with pure water and dry 
thoroughly. If the razor is not used over a long period 
of time, it should be slightly oiled (e.g. Camellia Oil, 
No. 705280).

* Carbon steel is far superior to rustproof steel as 
far as sharpness is concerned. The supposed 
disadvantage of rust susceptibility is offset by 
following the care instructions.

Common blade width
 for beard shaving, ideal

for chin and cheeks  

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

Blade with
full hollow, polished to 

a satin finish

B
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JAPANESE SCISSORS (NIGIRI) 
Japanese Nigiri are scissors in their most archetypal form.  
Forged from a single piece of carbon steel, they are exception-
ally light and comfortable to hold. Pressure from the thumb and 
forefinger produces well-controlled cuts; the spring action of the 
thinly forged handle causes the blades to reopen automatically. 
Nigiri are suitable for all precise work with paper and fabric,  
opening seams, and trimming houseplants. All Nigiri come  
in elegant gift boxes.

A  NIGIRI BASAMI 
Exclusive Nigiri for daily use: This pair of elegant Nigiri scissors is hand-forged from one single 
piece of double-layered steel. The epoxy-resin coating is applied in a special procedure and 
then fused, until it becomes hard. This makes the scissors a timeless design tool for everyday 
use. Comes with a kiri wood case.  
Cutting layer made of Blue Paper Steel.  
Hardness 60 HRC, not rustproof.
Overall length 105 mm
Blade length 35 mm
20 g

1 gold No. 718320 74.79 € 89.00 €
2 silver No. 718321 74.79 € 89.00 €
3 copper No. 718322 74.79 € 89.00 €

1

2

3

A

Blacksmith‘s  
engraved signature

Cutting layer made  
of Blue Paper Steel
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B  PAPER SCISSORS »CAMPI«
Extra long blades ideal for cutting of paper, foil 
or thin cardboard.
Overall length 255 mm
Blade length 140 mm
90 g
No. 708215 49.58 € 59.00 €

CAMPI-SCISSORS 
New edition of the famous Campi scissors 
from the 1950s. Due to its timeless and 
elegant design, the scissors have received 
many awards and have been on display 
at the Museum of Modern Art (New York) 
among others. The forged scissors are 
made of stainless 3Cr13 steel*, sharpened 
by hand and are given a high-gloss polish. 
A smooth shearing action ensures precise 
cutting. The round eye rings are ergonomi-
cally shaped and comfortable to hold even 
after extended cutting.  
*C = 0.35 / Mn = 1 / Cr = 13 % / Ni = 0.6 (in %)

C  ALL-PURPOSE SCISSORS »CAMPI« 
Handy all-purpose scissors with rounded tip 
for  multi-purpose use at home, such as cutting 
paper, carton, twists, tapes, handicraft materi-
als and packaging.
Overall length 185 mm
Blade length 80 mm
70 g
No. 708216 43.70 € 52.00 €

SCISSORS

Inclusive free Sharpening Pass. 
For more information see page 3.

 Two free sharpenings

Blade made  
of stainless steel

Lean look thanks  
to the slightly  
curved blades

Extra-long blades  
for a long, straight, 
razor-sharp cut

Pleasant handles  
for ergonomic use

Design classic

B C



A  SHAKER BOX 
150 x 100 x 57 mm
No. 820354 10.00 € 11.90 €

B  SHAKER BOX SET, 3-PIECE SET 
110 x 75 x 35 mm, 140 x 100 x 50 mm, 175 x 120 x 60 mm
No. 820357 28.99 € 34.50 €
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SHAKER BOX
Lovingly crafted boxes made from cherry wood to a traditional design.  
The oval box is probably the best example of the simple aesthetic of the  
Shakers. The carved »fingers«, attached with Shaker nails, lend an 
elegant effect. Combining beauty with usefulness, the Shakers 
used these boxes in different sizes in both the home and 
the workshop for everything except liquids.

TIP:
For a book on  

Shaker furniture see  

www.dictum.com 

A B
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D  STORAGE CONTAINER,  
BIRCH BARK WITH BRAIDED PATTERN 
Large storage container with intricate braided 
pattern (outside only) for dry foods such as coffee, 
pasta or rice.
Ø 110 x 200 mm
No. 820391 26.64 € 31.70 €

STORAGE CONTAINERS, BIRCH BARK
The soft and flexible bark of the birch tree is also called birch leather. It contains  
essential oils with a natural preserving effect, which makes it ideal for making food  
containers. The leathery bark has traditionally been shaped to form vessels, shoes,  
backpacks, knife sheaths, mats and baskets using sewing and tucking techniques -  
a material with almost limitless possibilities. 

C  STORAGE CONTAINERS, 
BIRCH BARK, 3-PIECE SET
This set is charming in its clear and simple design. 
Because of the different sizes, it is ideal for keeping 
spices, tea or cereal.
Ø 125 x 210 mm, Ø 105 x 150 mm, Ø 85 x 95 mm
No. 820390 49.58 € 59.00 €

Siberian birch tree bark
is used here, as central 
European bark is too 
thin for use in crafts

C D
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PUZZLE BOXES
Himitsu Bako boxes are certainly among the 
most intriguing hand-crafted wooden objects 
made in Japan. At first glance, they appear 
to be nothing more than simple boxes with 
intricately inlaid surfaces. Try to open them 
and you will quickly discover that their intri-
cacy is more than just cosmetic. The panels 
must be manipulated in a pre-set series of 
steps to release the locking mechanisms hid-
den by the mosaic and allow the lid to slide 
open. The production of these highly precise 
mechanisms is a challenge which requires 
decades of experience - the youngest master 
Himitsu makers are over 60 years old.

B  PUZZLE BOX DOGWOOD, PURPLEHEART 
Pure Japanese design - complex inner life:  
A simple rectangular box at first glance, it turns out to be a 
puzzle box with different push and swivel mechanisms. The 
selected, finely grained dogwood components are fitted by 
hand. Only master craftsmen can manufacture such precise 
joints and guides. Small purpleheart cubes complete the 
illusion. Made in Japan. Solution provided. Internal dimen-
sions 45 x 28 x 19 mm. 65 x 45 x 55 mm
No. 820252 22.61 € 26.90 €

A

A  PUZZLE BOX ZEBRAWOOD, DOGWOOD 
Zebrawood is one of the most fascinating precious 
woods and gives this puzzle box a lively vibrancy. 
Manufacturing such intricate puzzle boxes with their 
precise guides and joints requires a lot of experience 
and expertise. Made in Japan. Solution provided. 
Internal dimensions 40 x 28 x 26 mm.
65 x 45 x 50 mm
No. 820253 22.61 € 26.90 €

For small item
s  

of jewellery

A

B
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1  Model »Himitsu Bako«, 5-sun 
21-step, internal dimensions 103 x 75 x 41 mm.
150 x 95 x 70 mm
No. 820036 74.79 € 89.00 €

C  JAPANESE PUZZLE BOX 
Made of solid cedar inlaid with different  
types of natural wood. Solution provided.

2  Modell »Himitsu Bako«, 4-sun 
7-step, internal dimensions 81 x 64 x 39 mm.
120 x 80 x 55 mm
No. 820035 41.18 € 49.00 €

3  Model »Himitsu Bako Mini«, 2.5-sun 
4-step, internal dimensions 39 x 37 x 35 mm.
73 x 60 x 50 mm
No. 820047 24.29 € 28.90 €

ARTS AND CRAFTS

C

1

2

3



A  TRICK CUBE 
This hand-made trick cube from Japan can be opened with 
its hidden slider and filled. Its inconspicuous corner panels of 
wenge and maple are a perfect fit, keeping the design a well-
guarded secret. Making such precise guides and joints by hand 
requires decades of experience. Solution provided.
60 x 60 x 60 mm
No. 820187 33.53 € 39.90 €

B  DICE SET BOXWOOD 
This set of dice comprises five handmade boxwood dice and of-
fers an endless range of gaming possibilities. The dice are stored 
securely in the handy container. The extremely slow-growing, 
easy-to-polish boxwood flourishes wild in the Jura mountains. Its 
hardness makes it ideal for creating small wooden objects and 
even for cutting wooden screw threads. 
30 x 110 mm
No. 820228 13.70 € 16.30 €

A
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C  SOLAR LIGHTHOUSE 
The solar cell of the lighthouse 
absorbs the daylight and, when 
it is dark, shines a light through 
the lighthouse windows by way of 
a light diode and conical mirror. 
Thanks to its smooth outside, you 
can paint the model in traditional 
lighthouse col-ours to make it even 
more realistic.
110 x 100 x 280 mm
No. 820182 26.13 € 31.10 €

D  SOLAR WINDMILL 
Highly detailed solar windmill which simulates  
the wind load through a gear-wheel mechanism.
140 x 85 x 220 mm
No. 820183 26.13 € 31.10 €

SOLAR KITS 
A small manufacturer in France produces these solar-
powered wooden models which are amazingly close 
to the originals. The pre-cut parts and mechanics are 
easily assembled and can be connected to the supplied 
solar cell. The model starts to work as soon as the solar 
cell is placed under a direct source of light.

C

D

Light is shining 

through the light-

house window



A  LETTER OPENER 
Sword-shaped letter opener, forged in swordsmith 
Tsunahiro Yamamura’s workshop. Polished, stainless 
steel blade with imitation hamon (tempered edge). 
Handle and sheath made from Ho (magnolia wood).
210 x 15 x 7 mm
No. 719067 14.20 € 16.90 €

B  MOKUME LETTER OPENER 
This opener offers connoisseurs of fine Japanese 
blades a stylish way of opening their mail. The blade 
consists of a lamination of various metals forged in 
the shape of a Kozuka (small knife normally carried 
together with Japanese sword). The surface of the 
letter opener has been etched and polished to reveal 
an intricately figured metal surface very similar to 
wood grain patterns (Mokume).
Blade width 12 mm
Overall length 190 mm
No. 719108 65.88 € 78.40 €

Blade with 
intricately figured 
Damascous pattern

A

B
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C  MARQUETRY RULE 
Extraordinary wooden ruler designed for daily  
use with an elaborate, inlaid upper side.  
Various pieces of wood are arranged in complex  
geometric patterns to create inlay work.  
MDF backing material, cm scale.

1  Checked Pattern 
300 x 50 mm
No. 707932 16.72 € 19.90 €

2  Various Motifs 
300 x 50 mm
No. 707933 16.72 € 19.90 €

1

UNIKAT

Marlis Maehrle:
A hand-crafted book is something very 
special, be it as a gift, for personal notes, 
sketches, memories, collages or collec-
tions. The step-by-step photographs in the 
individual chapters show you how to create 
extraordinary and unique book covers made 
from tins, fruit paper bags or envelopes 
and introduce you to different bookbinding 
techniques. This book invites you to try 
out creative bookbinding without the stress 
of perfectionism as a vibrant, fun hobby. 
191 pages, hardcover, numerous colour 
photographs, 240 x 265. In German.

No. 713058 27.94 € 29.90 €

Extraordinary inlay work
arranged in geometric 

patterns

A jew
el o

n 

every 
desk

C

2

Our book  
recommendation:
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 For a video tutorial see www.dictum.com

A  EQUATORIAL RING SUNDIAL  
Equatorial ring sundial based on a historical model and made in a small work-
shop in Austria. Mainly in the 17th and 18th centuries, sailors and travelling 
salesmen all over the world used these precision-engineered masterpieces to 
determine the local time quickly and easily without using a compass. Collapses 
to pocket size to save space. Precision-made from high-quality brass and steel, 
comes with instructions.
Ø 60 mm
40 g
No. 830870 33.53 € 39.90 €



C  LADIES‘ PURSE, STINGRAY LEATHER 
From the depths of the ocean directly to the runway of the fashion capitals: this fascinat-
ing ladies‘ purse from stingray leather guarantees a grand entrance. 12 card holders and 
five lengthwise compartments, one of which has a zip. Cowhide lining.
180 x 100 x 20 mm
No. 830864 91.60 € 109.00 €

B  MEN‘S WALLET, STINGRAY LEATHER 
The linear structure of the stingray makes this wallet 
a real eye-catcher. Two inside pockets for notes, a 
coin compartment with press button, three credit 
card holders. Cowhide lining.
115 x 95 x 10 mm
No. 830865 75.21 € 89.50 €

The white surfaces 
have a naturally  
elegant structure

PRODUCTS MADE FROM  
STINGRAY LEATHER
Stingrays feature a raised structure in their 
middle section. When the skins are dyed and 
lightly sanded, this emerges in the natural 
white colour in the shape of an eye or a 
cross. This striking effect gives the piece  
a quite mythical radiance.

B

C
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B  INDEN-YA DRAWSTRING POUCH 
Blue drawstring pouch with dragonfly pattern for 
keeping your pieces of jewellery in. Lined with black 
silk.
120 x 120 mm
No. 820007 41.93 € 49.90 €

A  INDEN-YA ZIP-UP PURSE 
Practical purse which can be used to hold money 
as well as jewellery, make-up or any other small 
but important items for everyday use. With small 
outside compartment.
110 x 65 x 15 mm
No. 820244 16.72 € 19.90 €

THE ART OF LEATHERWORK: »INDEN-YA«
A Japanese family-run business has been devoted to the manufacture of leather  
products ornamented with Urushi lacquer since the 16th century. Back then, 
they mainly produced protective leather garments for Samurai warriors 
and helmets. Today they make leather products for everyday use. The 
softest deer leather is smoke-stained and dyed using a traditional 
Indian technique. The decorative pattern is then silkscreened 
onto it by hand, using traditional Urushi lacquer made from 
natural tree resin. The surface has a tangible texture 
which is completely water-resistant and has a 
pleasant leathery smell.

A B

White deerskin
is pickled in smoke. 
The leather is then 
dyed to suit the base 
colours of the product 
(black, indigo, 
burgundy).

The Urushi lacquer,
made from tree resin, 
is applied to the leather 
by hand to produce 
different patterns. 
Silkscreen printing
is used here.

 Watch the video at www.dictum.com
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C  INDEN-YA LADIES’ PURSE 
Ladies’ purse with a nostalgic clamp clo-
sure and spacious interior. Two compart-
ments offering storage space for coins and 
folded banknotes enclose a pocket in the 
middle that can hold up to three credit 
cards. At the side, there is a small eyelet 
that can hold a key ring or a chain.
120 x 90 x 30 mm
No. 820247 37.73 € 44.90 €

The printed pattern  
is noticeably raised 
and glossy

Small eyelet to  

attach a chain

C
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Extremely 

robust and 

durable!
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A  DECORATIVE FRUIT BOWL, HORN 
A bowl versatile and impressive as nature itself. 
The organic form is attained by a special handcraft 
technique. The different shades of color of the 
horn lend the bowl a unique haptic impression and 
natural elegance.
390 x 230 x 180 mm
No. 820153 58.74 € 69.90 €

HORN BOWL
For centuries, hornware has proven itself in daily use. This natural material 
does not only offer a distinctive appearance but also a variety of positive 
features. Genuine horn products are safe to use, food safe, free from toxins 
and tasteless as well as acid-proof and color-fast. These features make horn 
products the ideal kitchen tool and accessory. Like every other natural 
material, horn is not homogeneous in colour and shape. Therefore each 
single horn product is unique due to its finish and material!

A



HANDICRAFTS GALLERY

JOIN IN:

Simply submit 

your work

online!

Upload your 

pictures online

Be inspired by visiting our handicraft gallery and taking 
a look at the works of other handicraft enthusiasts!

Have you already created a unique work piece and you would 
like to present it? No problem! The DICTUM handicraft gallery of-
fers you the opportunity to do so! For every submission you will get 
a DICTUM voucher for the value of €10. Furthermore, four times 
a year we raffle a shopping voucher for the value of €50 for the 
most creative and convincing submissions. Join in and send 
us a photo of your masterpiece!

www.dictum-handwerksgalerie.de

Order hotline: Phone +49 (0)9931 4058-902 • www.dictum.com/gifts 119
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WORK
SHOPS

Comprehensive crafts knowledge
Years of experience in crafts bring enor-mous knowledge. We want to share this 
knowledge with you. Immerse yourself in crafts challenges in one of our workshops, 
learn and discover new things, and take this motivation with you into your daily life!

Learn to expertly handle tools, materials and 
techniques in a stimulating environment. 
Our bright and perfectly equipped course 
workshops in an inspiring setting are a 
paradise for any craftsman.  

DICTUM WORKSHOPS

KNOWLEDGE GROWS THROUGH COMMUNICATION.

Order our workshop scheduler for free - 
telephone +49 (0)9931 4058-902 and online at

www.dictum.com/workshops

For free:

Order now our 

WORKSHOP 

SCHEDULER!
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Discover our crafts courses:
Have you always wanted to bind a book, build a boat 
or restore an antique table yourself? Or would you 
prefer to work with metal? Cast bronze, forge silver or 
plate with gold? With over 200 workshops, there are 
no limits to developing your creativity and skills. And 
every workshop ends with a product you have made 
with your own hands. Explore your creative side!

Your teachers:
Our workshops are taught by experts from around 
the world. They pass on the expertise they have 
acquired over years of practice, but always take 
into account your personal level of knowledge. 
Whether you choose a beginners‘ or advanced 
course, every workshop provides sufficient time 
for personal instruction.

We reward loyal participants:
 10 % discount 

For the duration of the workshop and one week after, participants 
will receive a 10 % discount on any purchases* in our shops.

  Bonus card for workshops - Loyalty pays!  
After participating in five workshops, you will receive a €50 
DICTUM shopping voucher. For each further participation, 
the value of your voucher will increase by €10. You will 
receive the Bonus card automatically on registration.

  Combination bonus 
You will receive a €20 DICTUM shopping voucher for booking a  
combination of basic and advanced courses or a series of courses.

  Apprentices 
Upon verification, apprentices will receive a 10 % discount on workshop fees.

Participants  

receive a 

10 % DISCOUNT 

on any purchases*  

for the duration 

of a workshop

* Books, DVDs, power tools from Festool, Bosch Professional and Lamello, as well as already reduced items and all  
 products from Mafell are excluded from this offer. For further information see www.dictum.com/non-discountable-items
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www.dictum.com/voucher

SAMPLE

DICTUM VOUCHER  

The perfect gift: a DICTUM voucher!

Give your friends a pleasant surprise!

DICTUM vouchers are available in 
denominations of €10, 20, 50, 100 and 500.



Retail shop Plattling
Gottlieb-Daimler-Str. 3 
94447 Plattling 
Germany

Opening hours 
Mon.-Fri., 9.00 am to 7.00 pm 
Sat., 9.00 am to 2.00 pm

Telephone 
+49 (0)9931 4058-410       Free parking

Retail shop Munich
Haager Str. 9 - IInd floor  
81671 Munich 
Germany

Opening hours 
Mon.-Fri., 9.00 am to 7.00 pm 
Sat., 9.00 am to 2.00 pm

Telephone  
+49 (0)89 63890-891        Free parking

Touch and try  
In our DICTUM shops, you can 
try out nearly all our products 
before purchase.

Additional services
• DICTUM Sharpening Pass & Service
• DICTUM Handle-fitting pass
• DICTUM Satisfaction Guarantee

Pause and enjoy    
Have a cup of coffee or tea while  
you peruse our books in the DICTUM 
book corner.

Qualified product consultants  
Our consultants are specifically trained 
professionals, who will supply useful  
tips and tricks.

Our service before, during, and after your purchase:

Our shops in Plattling and Munich - a paradise for tool lovers.

WELCOME TO OUR SHOPS  
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